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WELCOME 

by Professor W. van Haeringen , Symposium Chairman 

It is one of the challenges of Universities of Technology to 

cross-fertilize efforts in science and engineering. Our Symposium 

contributes to this by focusing on fundamental phenomena in 

optics and micro-electronics. 

I am grateful that so many colleagues , not only from institutes 

of higher learning but also from a number of other institutions 

and industries in various countries responded to the call for 

contributions to this meeting. 

I wish to thank our s ponsors who enabled us to organize this 

meeting. 

On behalf of the Organizing Committee I welcome you to our 

University which is celebrating its 35th anniversary . I wish you 

a very successful and pleasan t stay in Eindhoven. 



GENERAL INFORMATION 

The Symposium on Analogies in Optics and Micro-Electronics is intended 

to bring together people interested in the similarities between the 

propagation of light and particle waves, and their future applications. 

The Symposium will be held in the 

Auditorium of Eindhoven University of Technology 

starting on 

Wednesday, May 1, 1991, 14.15 

and closing on 

Friday, May 3, 1991, 15.30. 

Proceedings 

Proceedings containing the Invited Lectures and the Extended Abstracts 

of accepted Poster contributions will be published by North Holland 

Elsevier Science Publishers, Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 

Editors: W. van Haeringen and D. Lenstra. 

Expected publication date: December 1, 1991. 

Information about the Scientific Programme and Proceedings 

Professor D. Lenstra 

Eindhoven University of Technology 

Department of Physics 

P.O Box 513 

NL-5600 ME Eindhoven 

The Netherlands 
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TIME SCHEDULE 

Wednesday, Hay 1 

11 . 00 - 17.00 Registration Office open 

14 . 15 Opening Session 
Chairman D. Lenstra 
Welcome on behalf of Eindhoven University by 

14 . 30 

Professor H.L . Hagedoorn , Dean of the Dept . of Physics 
Welcome on behalf of the Organizing Committee by 
Professor W. Van Haeringen, Symposium Chairman 

Afternoon Session WE - ! 
Chairman J.P. Woerdman 
14.30 15 . 00 Invited Lecture M. Kaveh 
15.00 15.30 Invited Lecture A. Genac k 
15.30 16 .00 Invited Lecture A. Lagendijk 

17 . 00 - 18 . 00 Welcome Reception, 
offered by the City of Eindhoven. Welcome by 
Professor J.A. van Kemenade, Hayor of Eindhoven 

Thurs day , Hay 2 

9.00 Horning Session TH-! 
Chairman T.G. van de 

9 . 00 9.30 
9.30 10.00 

10.00 10.30 

10.30 - 11.00 Coffee Break 

11.00 12 .30 Poster Session TH-P 

12.30 - 13.30 Lunch 

Roer 
Invited Lecture C. van Haesendonck 
Invited Lecture A.S. Roshavsky 
Invited Lecture M. Buttiker 

14.00 Afternoon Session TH-!l 
Chairman R. Landauer 
14.00 14.30 I nvited Lecture S. John 
14.30 - 15.00 Invited Lecture P. Erdo s 

15.00 - 15.30 Break 
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TIME SCHEDULE, CONTINUED 

Thursday, May 2 

15.30 Afternoon Session TH-III 
Chairman R.Y. Chiao 
15.30 16.00 Invited Lecture H. van Houten 
16.00 16.30 Invited Lecture B. Macke 
16.30 17.00 Invited Lecture L . Eaves 

18.00 - 19.30 Symposium Dinner 

20.30 Evening Session TH-IV 
Chairman G. Nienhuis 
20.30 - 21 .30 Invited Lecture M.V. Berry 

Friday , May 2 

9.00 Morning Session FR-I 
Chairman A. Lagendijk 

9.00 9.30 Invited Lecture E. Yablonovitch 
9.30 10.00 Invited Lecture J.P. Woerdman 

10.00 10 . 30 Invi ted Lecture R. Bhandari 

10 . 30 - 11.00 Coffee Break 

11 . 00 - 12.30 Poster Session FR-P 

12.30 Lunch 

14.00 Afternoon Session FR-II 
Chairman L. Eaves 

15.00 

14.00 14 . 30 
14.30 - 15 . 00 

Closing Address 

Invited Lecture R. Y. Chiao 
Invited Lecture R. Landauer 

Professor Q.H.F. Vrehen, Philips Research Laboratories, 
Eindhoven , and University of Leiden 
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ABSTRACTS OF INVITED LECTURES 
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WE-l.t 

New Statistical Properties of Optical Waves in Rando. Media 

M. Kaveh 

Department of Physics. Bar-Ilan University. Ramat-Can. Israel 

New statistical properties of optical waves due to multiple 

elastI c scattering will be presented . An analysis will be given of the 

effect of the vector nature of the wave and restricted geometries on 

fluctuation and correlation phenomena . In particular . we will discuss 

the following effects: (i) polarization and angular memory effects. 

(ii) microstatistics . and (iii) non-Rayleigh statistics . 
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\lE- I. 2 

Observation of Long-Range Photon Correlation and Localization 
A.Z. Genack and N. Garcia 

Department of Physics of the City University of New York 
Flushing, New York 11367 

We have shown in a series of experiments that the statistical properties of the 
propagation of electromagnetic radiation in random media are described in terms of the 
rates of inelastic processes and two properties of the eigenstates of the wave in the medium. 
These are the level width ov and the spectra] density dN/dv of the eigenstates. The level 
width is the half-width of the field-field correla tion function with frequency shift in the 
transmitted speckle pattern GE(~ v), and can be determined usi ng ei ther time or frequency 
domain measurements. The number of modes in the level width is the product 0 = 

(dN/dv )ov. 0 is related to the Thouless number for electronic systems and determines the 
proximity to the localization threshold. 0 is also the number of statistically independent 
parameters needed to describe a monochromatic wave in a specific sample. Hence we 
expect the degree of intensi ty correlation between two points in the output plane of the 
sample to be 6-1 Thus spatial correlation is a consequence of spectral correlation. We 
have proved this hypothesis by demonstrating that the spectral and spatial intensity 
corre lation functions of microwave radiation in random dielectric and metallic systems may 
be expressed as a perturbation expansion in the correlation parameter 0.1 The zeroth order 
term is 1 G E 12 T he term of order 0.1 falls as (~v rY' in the spectral correlation function and 
linearly with separation in the spatial correlation function . The te rm of order 0.2 is 
independent of frequency shift and detector separation. 

Recently we have observed the scale dependence of the diffusio n coefficient near 
the mobility edge for microwave radiation in samples which are random mixtures of metallic 
and dielectric spheres. We find that the mobility edge occurs at ke = 1.6(1-f)-Y' where k 
is the wave number, e is the transport mean free path and f is the metallic volume fraction. 
We find a narrow window of localization in frequency and metallic concentration. Even 
though there are dramatic changes in the intensity distribution as the scatte ring strength and 
sample scale increase, the average transmission in these samples is described by the scaling 
theory of loca lization. 
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liE - I. 3 

SOURCE CORRELATIONS AND RED SHIFTS OF DIFFUSE LIGHT 

SOURCES· 

A. Lagendijk 

Natuurkundig Laboratorium, Universiteit van Amsterdam, Valckenierstraat 65, 

1018 XE Amsterdam, The Netherlands 

Recently many interference effects have been discovered in mUltiply scattered light. 

Many advances made in the theory of the propagation of electrons in disordered 

condensed matter are applicable to the much wider domain of propagation of waves 

in disordered media. A central theme in all these fields is the build up of long-range 

intensity fluctuations. We will report on an extensive experimental and theoretical 

study of long-range intensity fluctuations of multiply scattered light. 

The theory of multiple scattering of light is now well advanced . In addition the 

samples used by the experimentalist have well-defined characteristics. This makes a 

thorough comparison between experiment and theory possible (no adjustable 

parameters!) . We always found persistent disagreement between the interpretation 

of "dynamic" measurements (experiments in which time-like or frequency-like 

parameters are involved) and the interpretation of "static" measurements 

(experiments in which space-like or angle-like parameters are involved.) 

We will show that a very important effect has been overlooked in all previous 

experiments. We have developed a new theory to include this effect . Perfect 

agreement between experiment and theory has been found after inclusion of this new 

effect. Possibly important consequences for (the theory of) localization of waves will 

be discussed. 

*work performed in collaboration with M. van Albada, J. de Boer, B. van Tiggelen 

and A. Tip. 
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TH-I.l 

MAGNETIC ORDER IN MESOSCOPIC METAL FILMS -,j 

Chris Van Haesendonck 
Laboratorium voar Vaste StoJ-Fysika en Magn etisme 
f(atholieke Universiteit Leuven, B-3001 Leuven (Be lgium) 

As predicted by the scaling theory, magnetic order should be strongly affected in sys
tems with a reduced dimensionality. Therefore, we have studied in detail the magnetism 
in thin films (thickness down to it few atomic layers). We have prepared layers of the 
spin-glass alloy AuFe as well as pure layers of ferromagnetic Fe. Using advanced MBE 
techniques, the layers can be grown epitaxially. Changing the substrate as well as the 
deposition temperature, allows to control the amount of disorder. On the other hand, 
we have also used electron beam lithography to define mesoscopic samples with a size 
comparable to the correlation length for the magnetic order. 

Due to the small sample volume, the magnetic susceptibility can no longer be detected 
directly, even when the most sensitive SQUID magnetometer is used. We show that the 
anomalous Hall effect provides us with an extremely powerful tool to characterize the 
magnetic order in the thin films. For the AuFe alloys, our measurements confirm that 
the lower critical dimensionality for the spin-glass phase transition De > 2. For the meso
scopic spin-glass samples, the magnetic field and time dependence of the electronic noise 
directly reflect the slow dynamics of the spin-glass freezing process . For the ferromagnetic 
Fe samples, we can estimate the influence of the diso rder on the lateral fluctuations of the 
magnetization. 

Finally, we have also measured the Aharonov-Bohm oscillations in mesoscopic loops of 
the magnetic material. As expected, the phase coherence length for the interfering elec
tron waves is strongly reduced by th! spin-flip scattering. At higher magnetic fields, the 
Zeeman splitting causes an importan increase of the phase coherence length. 

* Work supported by the Belgian I U.A .P., G.O.A., and 1.1.K.W. research programs. 
C.V.H. is a Research Associate of ihe Belgian National Fund for Scientific Research 
(N.F.W.O.). 

t Work in collaboration with P. Bel en, Y. Bruynseraede, J. Dekoster, S. Radelaar, A. 
Verbruggen, and H. Vloeberghs. 
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TH-I. 2 

INSTANTON AHARONOV-BOHM EFFECT IN SOLIDS 

A.S . Rozhavsky 

Institute for Low Temperature Physics & Engineering 

Ukrainian SSR Academy Sci . 47, Lenin Ave., 310164, Kharkov, USSR 

The novel class of oscillatory phenomena in condensed matter unified by the title 

"Instanton Aharonov-Bohm Effects" is predicted. 

The thermodynamics of solid state systems described by the field models with 

El-vacuum is studied. The systems under considerations are: (a) the ring-shaped 

charge-density-wave dielectric (CDWD) with the solnoid tube inserted, and (b) the 

dc-biased Josephson junction (JJ). For the CDWD 8 = 21ft/!l¢o, where t/! is the 

total Aharonov-Bohm flux, and t/!o = hc/e is the magnetic flux quantum. For the JJ 

El = 211" V /V c, V being the dc voltage, Vc = 2e/C, C is the junction capacity. 

The thermodynamic characteristics oscillate as functions of 8 due to instanton 

transitions between different vacuum states of the systems considered, thus 

demonstrating the macroscopic quantum coherence in the regime of macroscopic 

quantum tunneling. 

The effects predicted are the mesoscopic ones, and are strongly influenced by 

temperature and dissipation. The strong dissipation can localize the instantons and 

destroy the coherence response. The weak dissipation renormalizes the magnitude of 

the effect and can drastically change the period of oscillations to fit the sy=etries 

of mechanical and dissipative actions, e.g. in JJ, Vc --+ Vc/2. 
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TH- I. 3 

FERMION AND BOSON FLUX FLUCTUATION CORRELATIONS IN 

MULTIPORT STRUCTURES 

M. Biittiker 

IBM, J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, NY 10598 

We investigate the fluctuations of electron currents in multiprobe conductors and 

the fluctuations of the energy flux in multiprobe wave guides. 

The fluctuations both at equilibrium and in the presence of a net flux are related to 

the scattering matrix of the wave guide. 

Electronic current fluctuations in a multiprobe independent electron conductor are 

subject to Fermi statistics and at differing ports are negatively correlated. In 

contrast, the fluctuations at differing ports in an energy flux subject to 

Bose-Einstein statistics can be positively correlated. Experiments closely related to 

theory are discussed. 
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TH- II. 1 

THE LOCALIZATION OF LIGHT: ELECTRODYNAMICS OF A NEW CLASS 

OF DIELECTRICS 

Sajeev John 

Department of Physics, University of Toronto 

In certain dielectric microstructures, light can exhibit localization in analogy with 

the localization of electronic wavefunctions in a disordered semiconductor. This 

leads to basic new phenomena in classical optics and quantum electrodynamics. 

These dielectrics are the photonic analogs of semiconductors and exhibit a photonic 

band gap or pseudogap. When an impurity atom with a transition frequency in the 

photonic band gap is placed within the dielectric medium, a photon-atom bound 

state solution exists. In the presence of a finite density of such impurity atoms, the 

localized electromagnetic modes broaden into a photonic impurity band which 

exhibits novel nonlinear optical properties. 
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TH - II.2 

STOCHASTIC PROBLEMS IN WAVE PROPAGATION: A COMPARISON OF 

SOLUTION METHODS 

P. Erdos 

University of Lausanne, Switzerland 

The propagation of electromagnetic waves through media whose dielectric constant 

(index of refraction) has a random component is governed by a stochastic 

differential equation. The same equation determines the quantum-mechanical wave 

function of particles passing through matter which exerts microscopically varying 

random forces on the particles. Light propagation through an inhomogeneous fiber, 

or electrons passing through an alloy of random composition are examples . 

In these typeS of problems one is interested in the statistical distribution of some 

observables, such as, e.g. the transmission coefficient. Alternately, one may wish to 

calculate the average and higher moments of this distribution. 

The principal parameters of the problem are the relative magnitude of the random 

fluctuations, their correlation length, the length of the sample, and the wavelength 

of propaga tion. 

Three methods will be discussed which may be used to solve such problems: the 

state variable method known from linear system theory; an approach where the 

random variable is treated by perturbation theory; and the method of marginal 

averages developed by N. G. van Kampen. All these methods involve 

approximations. Without claim to generality, we illustrate the relative merits of 

each method for a particular example where exact numerical results can be obtained 

for a computer-generated large, random ensemble. The example is a dichotomic 

Markov process , realized by a two-valued random potential through which particles 

move. 
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TH-III.l 

Andreev reflection and supercurrents 

in nanostructures 

H. van Houten and C.W.J. Beenakker 

Philips Research Laboratories, 5600 JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

Electronic transport through nanostructures in the normal state is analogoll.'! 

to the propagation of light waves. For example, resonant tunneling of electrons 

through a double-barrier t tulDel junction is analogous to resonant transmission of 

photons through a Fabry-Perot interferometer. The quantized conductance of a 

ballistic point contact has recently found its optical counterpart in the steps seen 

in the transmission cross section of a slit of variable width. Finally, quantum 

interference experiments can be performed with electrons in the solid state if a 

point contact with a width less than the Fermi wave length is used as a spatially 

coherent point source. 

In the present contribution we exploit the analogy between Andreev reflection 

and optical phase conjugation to predict the behavior of a new class of nanos

tructures involving supercond'.lcting regions . In particular, we speculate on the 

possibility to use a quantum box as a weak link between superconducting reser

voirs, and we consider the use of a quantum point contact as a coherent point 

source in an Andreev-reflection experiment .. The quantized conductance has an 

analogue in the stationary Josepbson effect: the critical current of a supercon

ducting quantum point contact is predicted to increase with a universal step 

height as the number of one-dimensional subbands occupied in the constriction 

is increased. 
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TH - III.2 

OPTICAL BISTABILITY AND INSTABILITY 

Bruno MACKE 

Laboratoire de Spectroscopie Hertzienne de l'Universite de LiIle, 

CNRS - URA 249, 59655 Villeneuve d'Ascq, France 

Abstract 
A nonline<l.r system is said to be bistable if it c;ln occupy tw'O different 

states for the same value of its control parameters over some range of these 

parameters (bistable region) . The state actually occupied by the system 

depends on its previous history (hysteresis) . Bistability is observed on very 

various systems (mechanical, electrical, optical but also chemical, biological 

and even economical ... ). Each bistable system has obviously its specificity but 

some properties are common to a wide class of systems. 

In this talk on all optical bistability, emphasis is put on these general 

properties . The approach is tutorial without attempt at exhaustivity. The 

model system under consideration is a Fabry-Perot cavity containing a 

saturable absorber. It may be considered as the optical analogue of the double 

barrier heterostructure device in microelectronics (d. talk by L. Eaves at this 

Conference) . The control parameter, the output variable and the 

nonlinearity mechanism are here respectively the power of the incident 

field, the transmitted power and the nonlinear absorption/dispersion of the 

intracavity medium instead of the bias voltage, the current and the space 

charge in the corresponding microelectronics device. 

The interest is focused on the overall dynamics of this representative 

bistable system with a special attention paid to the so-called critical and non 

critical slowing down, the intrinsic self-pulsing and the response to an 

external periodic forcing. Open questions (anomalous switching, spatial 

effects) are evoked in the conclusion. 
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TH-III.3 

SPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES OF CHARGE BUILD-UP, ENERGY 

RELAXATION AND BISTABILITY IN RESONANT TUNNELING DEVICES 

L. Eaves 

Department of Physics, University of Nottingham, NG7 2RD, U.K. 

Energy relaxation and space charge build-up of electrons (and holes) in double 

barrier devices can strongly modify the I(V) curves from the simple Fabry-Perot 

resonant line shape. An important example is the case of intrinsic bistability, which 

can be observed in the optical emission (electro-and photoluminescence) as well as 

in the tunnel current . In this paper we examine how the spectroscopy of this 

luminescence, combined with high magnetic fields, can provide a detailed picture of 

important aspects of the resonant tunnelling process, ego of carriers in the well, hot 

electron and hot hole effects, intersubband scattering etc. We will also discuss how 

the I(V) curves of double barrier structures can be further modified when the lateral 

dimensions of the devices are constricted by a gate to give resonant tunnelling 

through a "zero dimensional" state. 
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TH-IV.l 

GEOMETRIC PRASE PREHISTORY 

M.V. Berry 

R.R. Wills Physics Laboratory, Tyndall Avenue, Bristol BS8 1TL, U.K. 

Anticipations of the geometric phase before I reported it in 1983 form an intellectual 

thread connecting many areas of the physics of waves and rays. I plan to describe 

some or all of the following: Vladimirsky'g 1941 anticipation of polarization rotation 

for coiled light; Pancharatnam's 1955 anticipation of the phase shift for polarization 

cycles; Budden and Smith's 1975 anticipation of "additional phase memory" in a 

variety of waves; Darboux's 1896 anticipation of the sign change in cycled 2.2 real 

symmetric matrices; Longnet-Higgins et a1.'s and Truhlar's 1979 anticipation of the 

more general molecular geometric phase; Aharonov and Bohm's 1959 anticipation of 

the geometric phase for electrons. 
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FR- I. 1 

PROTONIC BAND STRUCTURE: THE FACE-CENTERED·CUBIC CASE 

EMPLOYING NON· SPHERICAL ATOMS 

by 

E. Yablonovitch 

Bell Communications Research 

Navesink Research CenJer 

Red Bank, N.J. 07701-7040 

We introduce a practical, new, face· centered-cubic (fcc) dielectric structure which 

I simultaneously solves two of the outstanding problems in photonic band structure. In this 

. new "photonic crystal" the atoms are non-spherical, lifting the degeneracy at the W-point 

of tbe Brillouin Zone, and permitting a full photonic bandgap ratber than a pseudogap. 

Furthermore, this fully 3-dimensional fcc structure lends itself readily to microfabrication 

on the scale of optical wavelengths. It is created by simply drilling 3 sets of holes 35.26° off 

vertical into the top surface of a solid slab or wafer, as can be done for example by reactive 

ion etching. 

At refractive index n- 3.6, typical of semiconductors, the 3-d forbidden photonic 

bandgap width in this new structure is -20% of its center frequency. Calculations indicate 

that the gap remains open for refractive indices n~ 2. It appears that the application of 

photonic bandgaps to semiconductor physics, optical and atomic physics may soon be 

practical. 
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FR- 1. 2 

Optical Atoms 

R.J.C. Spreeuw and J .P. Woerdman 

University of Leiden, Huygens Laboratory, 

P.O. Box 9504, 2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands 

A driven two-level system is usuaJJy associated with the realm of quantum physics. 

Examples are a spin· ~ system or a two-level atom driven by an electromagnetic field. 

Interesting features which appear in this context are Rabi-oscillations, A utler-Townes 

splittings, the validity of the rotating-wave approximation, Bloch-Siegert shifts, multi 

photon transitions, Landau-Zener transitions, and the possibility of chaos. It has been 

noticed already long ago that features like these are not quantum mechanical in nature 

but can also appear in a purely classical context. Recently, we have demonstrated a conve

nient macroscopic implementation of such a classical two-level system; it is accomplished 

by coupling two propagation or polarization modes of an optical resonator. This system 

can be driven by periodic modulation of either the coupling or the bare mode frequencies , 

at sufficient strength to violate the rotating-wave approximation (RWA). When driving 

a two-level atom with a laser field such violation requires prohibitively large intensities . 

So far, we have demonstrated experimentally Landau-Zener transitions, Rabi- oscillation 

with non-RWA signature and Autler-Townes doublets. Such an "optical atom" provides 

a suitable model system for experimental study of quantum dynamics. Particularly inter

esting in this context is that dissipation can be introduced in a controlled way since we 

deal with a macroscopic system. Current theories on dissipative quantum dynamics may 

now be tested experimentally. This also applies to recent speculations that violation of 

the RWA might lead to chaos. An open question is whether spontaneous emission may 

be mimicked in this macroscopic system. 
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FR-!. 3 

-# 
EVOLUTION OF LIGHT BEAMS IN POLARIZATION 

AND DIRECTION 

Rajend~a Bhanda~i 
Raman Resea~ch Institute 

Bangalo~e - 560 080, India 

Abst~act _ 

Expe~imental studies on geomet~ic phases in optics have 
led to seve~al inte~esting developments in pola~ization optics. 
Fo~ example, special combinations of qua~te~wave and halfwave 
plates that allow a simple ~ealization of an a~bit~a~y SU(2) 
t~ansfo~mation on the pola~ization state of a plane 
monoch~omatic wave of light have been found [1]. These allow 
the ~ealization, in the light pola~ization system, of an exact 
analogue of an a~bit~a~y hamiltonian acting on a quantum 
mechanical two-state system, fo~ example of an a~bit~a~y 

magnetic field acting on a spin-half pa~ticle with a magnetic 
moment. It is thus possible to do 'spino~ inte~fe~omet~y' with 
light beams. The SU(2) phases obse~ved in such expe~iments 
show seve~al int~iguing p~ope~ties not sha~ed by the 'Un') 
phases' studied by conventional optical inte~fe~omet~y. These 
p~ope~ties may find p~actical applications. 

Geomet~ic phase expe~iments involving mixed evolution of 
light beams in di~ection and pola~ization have led to a new way 
of decomposing such an evolution which yields a p~actical and 
physically t~ansparent method for the analYSis of such p~oblems 
[2]. In particula~, in applications where polarization changes 
are accompanied with mirror reflections, the use of this method 
considerably simplifies the analysis for it separates the two 
physically distinct functions of a mir~o~, namely a change of 
di~ection of the beam and a polarization transformation. Some 
useful ~esults obtained by this method are desc~ibed. For 
example it is shown that an odd number of ideal metal-mirror 
reflections can be 'cancelled' by introducing just one halfwave 
plate in the light path, 

[1] R.Bhandari and T.Dasgupta, Phys.Lett.A 143 (1990) 170. 

[2] R.Bhandari, Phys.Lett.A, 135 (1989) 240. 
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FR-II.l 

Analogies between electron and photon tunneling: 
A progress report on experiments to measure photon tunneling times 

R. Y. Chiao, P. G. Kwiat, and A. M. Steinberg 

Department of Physics, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720, U.SA. 

The phenomenon of tunneling is a well-known fundamental consequence of quantum 
mechanics. All particles in principle can tunnel. In particular, both electrons and photons 
can tunnel through classically forbidden regions of space known as "barriers." However, 
there have been controversies over the time which a particle takes to traverse the barrier. l 

Exploiting an analogy between electrons and photons, we suggest a possible experiment to 
infer the time it takes an electron to traverse a barrier by measuring the time it takes a 
photon to traverse a similar barrier. Electron tunneling experiments are in general much 
more difficult to perform than analogous optical ones. With an optical technique one can 
construct optical barriers on the scale of microns, in contrast to the Angstrom-scale barriers 
required for electron tunneling. Our experiment may help settle the controversies over 
tunneling times. 

By means of newly developed quantum optical techniques, we should be able to 
measure the tunneling times of individual photons with femtosecond resolution . In our 
experiments we are using a two-photon light source, in which a pair of srrongly correlated 
photons is generated by the process of spontaneous parametric down-conversion. One 
member of this photon pair tunnels through a barrier, while the other does not. Then 
coincidence detection of this photon pair constitutes the detection of an individual 
tunneling event. The particle aspect of photon tunneling can thus be clearly observed. By 
means of coincidence detection of a photon pair following a moveable beam splitter placed 
at the intersection of the paths of the two photons (a fourth order optical interference 
technique), femtosecond resolution in the comparison berween the arrival times of the rwo 
photons at the beamsplitter has already been achieved.2 Therefore, by this same technique 
we should be able to meaSlITe the tunneling time of a photon with femtosecond resolution. 
We have chosen for our tunneling barrier two glass prisms placed in close proximity, 
utilizing the phenomenon of frustrated total internal reflection. Progress on this experiment 
will be reported, as well as some theoretical analysis. 

IE. H. Hauge and 1. A. St0vneng, Rev . Mod. Phys. 61, 917 (1989), and references 
contained therein. 

2c. K. Hong, Z. Y. Ou and L. Mandel, Phys. Rev. Lett. 59, 2044 (1987); Z. Y. Ou and 
L. Mandel, ibid. 61, 54 (1988). 
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FR-II.2 

Traversal time in tunneling 

Rolf Landauer 
IBM Research Division, Thomas 1. Watson Research Center 

P. O. Box 218, Yorktown Heights, N.Y. 10598 

The optical analog to quantum mechanical tunneling is frustrated internal reflection. 

In that case an electromagnetic wave is incident onto a low index slab sandwiched be

tween two high index regions. The evanescent wave in the slab provides attenuated 

transmission into the far end high density region, under conditions which would ordi

narily cause complete internal reflection at the incident interface. Both the electron 

tunneling case, as well as the optical one, allow us to ask about the interaction time of 

the transmitted wave with the evanescent region. In the boson case, where we can put 

many quanta into the same incident packet, wave packet delay across some region in

cluding the slab is easily measured. That is not true in the fermion case, where meas

urements on a wave packet will, typically, be a disruptive event. In that case, more 

subtle means must be invoked to ascertain traversal time. Furthermore, we cannot as

sume that the interaction time with the barrier equals the increase in delay caused by the 

insertion of a barrier. 

Traversal time in tunneling has become a somewhat controversia l subject, and this 

talk presents a personal perspective. Experimental results exist, and will be summarized. 

There is a widely invoked linear relationship yielding the so-called dwell time as a 

weighted average of a traversal time and a reflection time. I assert that this relation is 

totally without basis. Many authors follow electron wave packets through barriers. The 

results of such calculations are hard to correlate with experiment. The significance of 

complex traversal times, favored by some investigators, is questioned. The relationship 

berween traversal time viewed as an interaction time, and viewed as a wave packet delay, 

will be discussed, if time allows. 

This is the abstract for the actual talk. The wrillen contribution will be on Equilibrium 

and Shot Noise in Mesoscopic Systems and represents work done jointly with Th. Martin. 
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TH- P.l 

on THE THEORY OF PROPAGATION IN RANDOM SYSTEMS 

V.F. Loa' 

Institute of ~i;etal Physios, Kiev, USSR 

there are some ambiguities in the theory of oonduotivity 

of the strongly disordered systems (see, for example ['I, 2]). 

To re-examine into the situation the new approaoh to this 

problem is proposed. ','11th the help of projection operator 

technique the new representation of the Kubo-Greenwood 

formula for do oonductivity in disordered system i8 obtained. 

In this representation the exaat oonfigurationally averaged 

conduotivity tensor inoludes the vertex part in the explicit 

analytical form. By means of summution of the conventional 

diagrams in the tight-binding approximation the expression 

for the conductivity tensor is obtained. The coherent 

potential approximation is used for the effeotive medium. 

The expression obtained describes the Anderson looalization 

of electrons though it does not coincide with the results 

of works Ll, 2J. The looalization in two . di~ensional oase 

is shown. 

References 

1. I. Sadakata. J.Phys.Soo.Jpn. 54 (1985) 736. 

2. E.!(olley and 'N.Kolley, Z.Phys. B65 (1986) 7. 
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TH-P.2 

Ignatovich V.K. 

An algebraic approach to the propagation of waves in layered media 

Abstract 
Every media can be imagined as being layered, because in any point 

we can mentall~ split it ~ith an infinitesimal gap. Such a gap doesn't 

change the physics of a wave propagation due to the total tunneling 

through infinitesimal gap, but drasticall~ simplifies mathematics. For 

instance, let us consider one-dimensional Schroedinger e9uatlon with any 

potential Vex) in a limited domain. All that ~e n~d to find is the ref

lection r and transmission t amplttude5 for the wave going, for instan

ce, from left to right, and a wave function inside the potential region 

which t~ impossible to do anal~ttcal1y for a potential of general form. 

If we cut the potential at some point and introduce an infinitesimal gap 

with a zero potential inside it, the gap will separate the potential 

two parts: the left, Vi' and the right, V
2

• From the first sight it 

in 

se-

ems that we complicated our problem, ~tnce we introduced two interfaces 

and to find rand t it is necessary to match the unknown wave function 

on these interface5. But It is not so. The wav~ function inside the gap 

is well known. it i~ a combination of two plain waves going from left to 

right and in the opposite direction. So the amplitudes rand t can be 

represented in the form 

+ .. ~ .. ~ -1~ 
a)r=rl+tlr2(1-rlr2) t l , 

to potentia15 Vi. arrows show the 
..... -1 

incidence of the respective waves and the factor C1-r
1

r
2

) 

where r i and ti a related 

account the multiple reflection inside the gap. From this 

(1 ) 

direction of 

takes into 

formulas we 

see, that we complicated our problem indeed. since to find rand t it is 

im-necessary to find r i ant ti in both directions and in general it is 

pos5ible. It is trfu'h. but sometimes it helps ver~ much. For instance, 

if me have a semi infinite periodic potential with any period then if we 

know rand t for one single period we obtain with the help of (la) an 

algebraic equation for the total reflection amplitude R, and the soluti

on in the case of a scalar wave propagation becomes a very elegant one 

and similar to Fresnel coefficients for reflection of electromagnetic 

wave5: 

R=[J'<rl-+-r-)-2-_-t~2,,{1_r)2_t2]/[~1+r)2_t2+~1_r)2_t 2]. (2) 

But it is not the whol~ stor~. For a periodic media it is necessary to 

find the Bloch wave-vector 9. We can readily do that. Interchange rand 

t in (2) and you' 11 get the expr~ssion for expCi91), where I-period~ And 

it is also not the whole story. 
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TH-P.3 

Low-Frequency Noise Spectroscopy in 
Quantum Point Contacts 

F. Li efrink, A. J . Scholten, and C. Dekker 

Faculty of Physics and Astronomy, and Debye Research Institute, University of Utrecht, P. O. 

Box 80000, 3508 TA Utrecht, The Netherlands 

R. Eppenga and II. van Houten 

Philips Research Lahorntories, 5600 JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

C. T. Foxon 

Philips Research Lahoratories, Redhill Surrey RBI 5BA, United Kingdom 

For the first time the kinetics of charge transport in quantnm point contacts (QPCs) was inves· 

tigated systematically by means of low· frequency noise measuring tecbniques. It is the purpose 

of these experiments to show that the low-frequency noise characteristics of quantum point 

contacts vary strongly from device to device, yet that they have a common origin in temporal 

flu ctuations in the electrostatic potential due to trapping and detrapping of electrons. Indeed, 

in one device the noise spectral density has been found to be Lorentzian, whereas in another th e 

noise is 1/ f·like and weaker by many orders of magnitude. Also the temperature dependenc e 

of the noise intensity is found to be strikingly different. However, both devices similarly exhibit 

a strong quantum size effect in the Jow. temperature noise inten sity: as shown in the fig ure, 

it oscillates with G by more thttn an order of magnitude with sharp minima at the quantized 

conductance plateaus. This aspect of the noise is universal, and is explained by the fact that 

th e transmiss ion of the one·dimensional subband closest to its population threshold is the most 

sensitive to changes in the local electrostatic potential . These potential changes are found to 

be due to the fluctuating occ upancy of electron traps at or near the point contact. This iden · 

tification is primarily based on the direc t observation in the time domain of discrete resistance 

switching. A morlel is presented which is able to account for the variety of effects observed. and 

the kinetics of one single electron trap is studied in detail. 
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TH-P.4 

NONLINEAR. NONLOCAL SCHR~DINGER EOUATIONS 

Bettina Heimsoeth. Horst Lange 

Movement of electrons can be descrtbed by the Schrodinger equation. If they 

move in an open system, when the surrounding has influence on the electrons we 

get nonlinear potentials containing nonlocal terms of the form 

(Bu,u) 

wi th u state function of the electrons in H 

H complex Hilbert space with inner product (. ,.) 

B H ~ H linear operator. 

We study the nonlinear Schrodinger equation 

(0 ) 
{ 

iUt 

u(O) 

Au + k'g{(Bu,u)} eu 

k E C 

with A,B,C linear, selfadjoint operators acting on H as a Cauchy problem. 

We show that in the case where A,B,C are mutually commuting, (0) can be 

reduced to a single nonlinear integrodifferential equation for the real-valued 

function .p(t) = (Bu(t),u(t)) which in some special cases ca." even be 

solved explicitly. 

In the case C = I but A,B not necessarily commuting, such a reduction is 

still possible with some special assumptions. 

In the case A = A(t) [A(tLB] = 0 and C with the same reduction, we 

can prove the existence of a sol ulion. For [A(t),B] ~ 0 this proof holds 

only for special cases. 
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TH-P.5 

Theory of Near-Field Optics with Applications to SNOM and Optical Binding 

Alain Dereux, Jean-Pol Vigneron, Philippe Lambin and Amand A. Lucas 
Institute for Studies in Interface Sciences 

FacuJtes Universitaires Notre-Dame de la Paix 
61, rue de Bruxelles, B-5000 Namur, Belgium. 

Recently, several optical experiments have been developed based on concepts borrowed · 

from elecrron physics. Among these, the scanning near-field optical microscope l (SNOM) 

constitutes one of the most successfull rranslation from an elecrron device to an optical 

application. The SNOM operation principle is indeed similar to the scanning tunneling 

microscope2 (STM): a tip held on a substrate scans the proximity of the sample. In STM, the tip 

is a small atomic cluster. In SNOM, it is a speck of matter of submicron size. The waves 
(elecrrons in STM, photons in SNOM) tunnel from the subsrrate, via the tip, across the empty 

space towards the sample. The rransmitted intensity, which depends on the local properties of 

the sample surface, is monitored during the scan so as to build an image of the surface. The 

SNOM resolution is about 50 nm for visible incident IighLThis is poorer than the atomic 

resolution achieved in STM but is far below the diffraction limit which has long inhibited the 

improvement of light microscopy . Another kind of experiment imports the notion of binding 

from the elecrron world to the photon one. Optical binding) is the name given to the light

induced interaction between two small dielectric objects. Bound states of the system appear at 

interdistances of the order of the incident wavelength.A common feature of the above 
experiments is the importance of evanescent waves which are directly related to tunneling and 

which are dominant around scattering objects. 

Theories describing these effects have long been available for the elecrron case but are 

missed for situations involving light". This work will discuss the results of an exact scattering 

theoretical rreatment of experiments of SNOM and optical binding.The method we have used 

fully accounts for the vector character of the electromagnetic field which conrrasts with the 

simplicity of scalar electron wave functions. A theory of SNOM or optical binding demands the 

solution of Maxwell's equations in an awkward geometry devoid of any spatial symmetry. We 

star! from the calculation of the Green's dyadic of an unperturbed system (homogeneous space 

for optical binding, mult ilayered srructure for SNOM).The dyadic fonnalism reproduces all 

polarization effects correctly while the Greenian character ensures the inclusion of all 

propagative and evanescent contributions. In our model calulation of optical binding, the 

starting system is perturbed by two dielectric spheres; for SNOM, the perturbation is a sphere 

located on the subsrrate. Without calling the Born approximat ion, the exact field pertaining to 

the perturbed system is extracted from a discretized vector Lippmann-Schwinger equation. We 

are then able to deduce the Poynting vector needed to compare our numerical results with the 

experimental data of SNOM and optical binding. 

1 U. Ch. Fisher and D.W. Pohl, Phys. Rev. Lett. 62,458 (1989). 
2 G. Binnig and H. Rohrer, He1v . Phys. Acta 55, 726 (1982). 
) M. M. Bums, J.M. Fournier and J. A. Go1ovchenko, Phys . Rev . Leu. 63, 1233 (1989). 
4 A. A. Lucas, Europhys. News 21 , 63 (1990). A.A. Lucas el a!., Phys. Rev.B 37, 10708 (1988). 
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TH-P.6 

THE DC ELECTRON TRANSPORT INVESTIGATION BY THE UNION 

OF TWO LINEAR RESPONSE FORMULAE 

N. MILINSKI and L. BUDINSKI 

Institute of Fundamental Disclplines- FTN 
University of Novi Sad, 21000 Novl Sad, Yugoslavia 

Abstract. In one of our previous works (J.Phys.Soc .jpn.51 (198213974.1 

we have got an elaborate expression for the dc electric conductivity 6, 

starting from the Kubo formula for electric conductivity 6(w ). Latter 

on In another work ( Prog . Theor. Phys. 80 (19881 986'>, we have 
proven, that our formula for 6 enables us to get a Laurent series 

expansion In g ( g the scattering strength parameter I, and In that 

way it made possible to avoid the standard but very tedious 
procedures that one meets always when counting numbers for the dc 

conductivity 6 by the use of the linear response theory. In our newest 

work (to be printed I, we have found and explained the physics which 
makes the basis for the procedUre by which we really have got our 

elaborate expression for 6 . It became clear that to get an as SUitable 

expression for the dc conductivity 6 as ours is, it is not enough to 
put w=O into the ac electric conductivity formula 6 r (wl. but some 

additional. characteristic physical content must be Introduced into the 

derivation. We have found such physical content in conjunction of the 
two linear response formulae: one for the real ac conductivity 6 r (wl. 

and the other one for the real susceptibility Xr(wl, ( Xr(wl describing 

the electric polarization by the mechanism of spatlal displacement of 
carriers), taken for w+O. 

Our formula for 6 already has been successfully applied to count for 

the electric resistivity of liqUid metals and alloys ( j .Phys.Soc.jpn . 51 
(19821 3977. J. It also has been applied to semiconductors, to count 

for mobility ~ of carriers ( Phys.Lett.A . 131. (19881393; 399 . J. We are 

not satisfied with the results obtained for semiconductors. Our 

further Investigations presumably lead us towards improvement of our 

approach. At the conference we are going to present our newest 

results. 
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WIGNER FUNCTION APPROACH TO QUANTUM TRANSPORT IN A 
TWO-OIMENSIONAL-ELECTRON-GAS-BASE 

HOT-ELECTRON TRANSISTOR. 

R.J.E. Jansen, Behnam Farld, and M.J. Kelly 

Cavendish Laboratory. Madlngley Aoad, Cambridge CB3 OHE, U.K. 

Abstract: We present some results of our microscopic calculations on a two-dimenslonaI M9Iactron-gas

base hot-electron transistor (20EGBHET)1. These Include current-voltage charactarlsllcs, transient and 

small -signal ac response functions. 

Our theoret ical approach is thaI of non-equilibrium quantum stalisUcal mechanics as embodied in the 

Wigner dislrlbullon fUnction. This approach enables us 10 study transport phenomena In electronic systems 

far from thermodynamic equil ibrium. In this respect this formalism transcends the conventional formulations 

01 electronic transport based on the Schr?>dlnger -equalion scattering slates. Moreover. within the framework 

01 Ihe Wigner- funclion formulation of transpor1 theory. one Is able to lake account or phonon scaltering and 

electron ·electron interaction effects in a nalural and systemallc way. 

In our model we represent the energy band structure of the device In the effeclive-mass approximation, 

where the electron moves with an effective mass through an extemal potential. consisting of the bias and 

heterojunction eff&ets. forming the device under considerallon. This enables us to survey the characteristic 

features of many devices, particularly. and Ideally, In cases where electronic transport Is ballistic. In 

general. however. the thermal vibrations of the underlying laltice, phonons. are of fundamental importance 

for determining the transport properties of systems. In our model, there lore. we take scattering events due 

to the longitudinal opt/cal (LO) phonons inlo account 

In addition to the laltice-electron interaction. eleclron·electron Interactions play an important role In the 

behaviour 01 small semiconductor devices and In par1lcular of the 2DEGBHET. Regarding these latter effects 

we have taken account of the self·conslslent Har1ree contribution. It describes the Interacllon of the 

IndivIdual electrons with the electrostatic field due to the other electrons In the system. Of the dynamical 

contributions we include the Interactions of the hot electrons Iranslling from the emitter to collector with the 

2DEG electrons. These interactions lead 10 scattering of the hot electrons Into the base region. The scallered 

electrons reduce the transfer factor a and degrade the transistor performance. We demonstrate the inlluence 

of each of these effects on, e.g., the current-voltage (I·V) characteristic of our system. 

It is wOr1h mentioning that our calculations are based on a newly developed technique, which enables us 10 

simulate devices of substantial spalial extent This technique Is particularly suited to cope with Ihe non

linearity in our equalions which normally render the solution of these to a great extent unstable. 

I P. M.llhews et a!. PRB 12. 11415 (1990) 'Electron interactions in the 
two¥dimcnsional elcctron·gas base or a vertical hot · clectron transistor' 
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MAGNETOTRANSPORT IN A DOUBLY CONNECTED SYSTEM 

J . J . Palacios and C. Tejedor 

Departamento de Fisica de la Materia Condensada (C-XII) 
Universidad Autonoma de Madrid 

Cantoblanco (Madrid 28049) 
Spain 

We have studied the charge transfe r between the inner 
and t h e oute r regions delimited by a ring-shaped potential in 
a two-dimensional electron g a s with high ma gnetic fields . 
Th is transfer can be due to different processes such as 
elastic tunneling or any kind of scat tering mechanisms. The 
doubly -connected nature of the mentioned system impl i es the 
energy espectrum to be d i screte , which is d eterminating for 
the transfer properties . Either by tunneling or scatterin g 
(impurities , electron-phonon , electron-electron , etc.) the 

magn e tic field turned out to be a strongly controlling 
magnitude of the cha rge tra nsfer (whi ch is non-negligible 
only for a discrete and cuasi-periodic set of values o f the 
magnetic f ield) . This beha viour isn ' t recovered if the 
magnitudes we change are density or gate voltages. In these 
cases transfer p e aks seldom appea r. The properties we have 
obtained can't be presented in simply-connected systems with 
continue spectra. By increasing the field or the size of our 
system we can recover these continue spectra systems . 

Our system presents clear Coulomb blockade e f fects by 
the transfer of charges and we have calcu l ated d irect ly 
charging energies and c a pacitances (abou t 10-17 F). This 
low capacitances (or large charging energie s) allow us to 
t h ink of this s ystem as a good candidate for observ ing 
exper i mentally Coulomb blockade in a very accessib le range of 
tempe r atures and magneti c fields. 

Finall y we have shown h ow ~n two dimensional systems 
wi th a large effective Lande g. charge transfer can be 
accompained by a change of the spin of the transfered 
electron . A relaxation process with spin change may b oost the 
electron through the b a rrier even if t he tunneling is 
pro hibited . 
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TH-P.9 

The superconductivity (superfluidity) and the effect optical transparency in atomic 

gases. Are there any common? 

A.M. Tumaikin and V.1. Yudin 

Novorsibirsk State University, U.S.S.R. 

The analogy between the superconductivity ( superfluidity 1 
and the effect optical transparency in atomic gas in the 
polarized resonant field has made. The effect optical 
transparency known as the effect of Coherent Population Trapping 
(CPT) has been discovered recently for the three-level -atom 
and the degenerated atoms in elliptically polarized 
fields. CPT results from the existence of the so-called 
StatIonary Coherent State (S CS) \~s) which is not optically 
coupled to the upper atomic level and belongs at lower level. 
SCS is the nontrivial so lu tion of the equation --V 1'Ys.) .:=C 
(--v- =-c.n) ) for some types of the optical transitions. 
When the lower level is the ground state due to spontaneous 
decays in optical pumping at t --"7 -t- 60 the atom wi 11 
completely changes its state into so "convenient". ones 
II\-'s,"> and "become transparent". Then the \\f-'-S) one can 

interpreted as the "superconducting" state in which there is 
no any " ~rictions " between atoms and radiation. The " normal 
state" \1\'1'\) is the superposItion of Stark-broadened states 
which are responsible for the usual light scattering and 
satisfy the Shrodinger equation \\;~1: \,\,,,,,) = -V-I\)t,,'t j.0 

Thus in accordance with this analogy we make assumption 
that the superconduct i v ity phenomena can be interpret in terms 
of the similar SCS l~~) which is the nontrivial solution of 
the equation --V-<L-S \'h,) -== 0 . where -Ye-~ is the o perator of 
electron-pho non interaction . 

The independence or this interaction on an electro n spin 
allows us to find this SCS \~s) which obeys the Landa u
Ginsburg equation ano can dlscribes the main electrodynamics 
properties of superconductors. Under this approach all 
thermodynamics properties of superconductors are governed by the 
phonons only which can considered to be free. that is " the 
phonon transpare nc y" or electron gas takes place. Our analogy 
also can help to overcome some difficulties arising fr om the 
wellknown model ot superconductivity based on the Baardeen
Cooper-Shrieffer equati ons. 
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PROGRAMS FOR MODELLING WAVES IN QUANTUM-SIZE 
MICROSTRUCTURES 

V.A.Tkachenko 

Computing Center. Siberian Branch. USSR Academy of 
Sciences. Novosibirsk-90. USSR 

O.A.Tkachenko. G.L .Kot kin. V.G.Tupit sin 

Novosibirsk State University. Novosibirsk-90. USSR 

The package QUANTUM for microcomputer modelling of waves 
in planar and spherically symmetric microstructures is 
presented. Those programs are designed as a tool for 
teaching quantum mechanics and solid state physics and are 
also well suited for solution of various optical problems . 
The package allows to construct models of different physical 
objects: atoms. nuclei. 
superlatti ces, dielectri c 
and filtens . 

linear molecules. crystals. 
multilayer waveguides. mirrors . 

Using QUANTUM we have investigated a number of physical 
effe8ts. including the following: 

1) Semiconductor-semimetal transition and anticrossing of 
light particle minibands in HgTe-CdTe superlattices; 

2) Stark ladders Interaction in valence and conduction 
bands, SImultaneous resonant tunneling of electrons ~nd 
llght holes In GaAs-AIAs superlattices; 

3) Reflectlon and delay of a wave packet impinging in a 
multibarrier potential ( L.Esaki's system). Effect of quick 
transmisslon of a wave packet throug h the potential in which 
two outer barriers are half as wide as inner barriers 
( L.V.logansen · s system). 

The programs are capable of calculating a few tens of 
functIons. plottlng curves in animation-style mode. and are 
easy to control. The programs have been used in 
computer-assisted laboratory works on quantum mechanics in 
NOVOSIbIrsk State UniverSIty since 1985. The experience is 
t:'at (llJ ANTUM is a very efficient teClching tool which. in 
comb l:-,atlo r. witr, specially designed set of exercises . 
substantIally extends the scope ot material taken up by 
studerlts. 
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Diffraction of conduction electrons 
from a Cu(410) surface 

H.F.C. Hoevers and H. van Kempen 

Research Institute for Materials 
University of Nijmegen 

Toernooiveld NL-6525 ED Nijmegen 
The Netherlands 

Diffraction of conduction electrons from the in terior of a st.epped crystal 
surface is studied using transverse elect.ron focusing (TEF). In a TEF 
experiment .. ballist ically inject.ed conduction elect.rons can be used to 
measure t.he reflect ion coefficient. from t.he inside of a metal siugle cryst.al. By 
choosing an appropriate crystal su rface however , TEF offers the unique 
possibility t.o perform an experiment . analogous t.o a diffraction experiment 
known from opt.ics. but now inside a metal. If t.he crystal surface has a 
periodic structure with a periodicity comparable t.o the Fermi wavelength 
diffraction of t.he elect rons t.hat. reflect from the su rface may occur. The 
diffract.ion condit.ion can be fulfilled on for example the C u( 410) surface wit.h 
a periodicity of 0.74 nm. while t.he Fermi wavelength of the cond uction 
electrons in eu is 0.46 nm. As a result extra voltage peaks in t he focusing 
spectrum are observed. A wave character approach for the scattering of the 
electrons at the crystal surface. similar to the situation known from optics, 
combined wit.h a semiclassical description of t he elect ron orbit.s in a magnetic 
field describes (,he experimental results satisfactoril y. In contrast to electron 
scattering experiments that. study clean su rfaces from the out.side, TEF set.s 
lower requirements to t he cleanness of the surface and uses electrons at the 
Fermi energy. 
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TH-P.12 

The TnRaence of Immobile Impurity l\toms o~ thr. Jn~'-r-Lan(L'lu-Lc w·1 Sr.attcrinp; nAte 

R.W . Alphenaar, P.I,. McEuen, R.G. Wheeler 

,\pplied Phy.ie" Yale University, New Haven, CT 06020-2 107 
R.N. Sack. 

United Technologies Re,.arch Center. ",ast [[artfnrd. CT 06108 

The length scale for inter-Lanciau- le\'el ;o;catlering in hip;h mohility qUAntum !Tall cnnnuclors c}\n be 
!jllrpri~ingly large. In particular, :"cattering into the Lanciau level nea rest in cnergy to F:, is chari'Lcterizen 

hy an equilibration length tha.t Ci\n be more than 1000 Jlm. or two orders of mag-nilllde larger (han the 
zero field inelastic and elastic scattering lengths of a typical high rnobilily nevicc. \Ve ohserve that the 
inter-Landau-level scattering rale is strongly ncpendent on th e particula.r impnr ity configuration that lies 
spatially hetween the extended states at E,. This implies tha.L the inter· Landau4level :"cattering rate 
can no t be acc:urately calculated a.oisuming a ~mooth edge potential, hut i:" determined by the combiner) 
~cattering probability or a number o r isolated points where the dr:ctron wil,vcfunclion overlap j::; large. 

Sxperimentally, the inter-Landau Ie:vd ,",cattering rate is obtaincrl from rc!;istance measllre:menls of 
a :"pec:ially de!iigned Hail conductor. Point contacts define adj;\cent (,; lIrre.nt and \'ollage probes 50 that 
current is injected into only the n= J edge channel. A negative "olt"ge on a gate placed along t.he edge of 
the .ample nepletes the underlying electron gas and pu.he, the enge channel, into the bulk of the s>lmple . 
\\' hile the edge channel positions vary, a background potential due to impuritie!i and diso rder :H<=l.ys fixed . 
The changing inRuence of this backg-round potential on inter- Landau· level scattering i:c; ob:c;en'able via 
the mea..'1ured Hall resistance. 

Figure A show. the HaU resistance as a fun ction of gate bias "long Ihe edge of the .ample, at six 
different temperatures. The resistance is proportional to the rraction or the lotal current remaining in the 
n=l enge channnel after Iraveling an 80)lm distance between the point contacts. Reproducible struc ture 
is observed in the Hail resistance, which becomes sharper and more pronounced at lower temperatures . 
It is tho 'lght that the structure is due to the changing influence or immobile impurity atoms o n the 
scattering ri\.te. Electrons can tunnel or thennally hop through the :'Itates provided by the posidvely 
charged imp urities. The inRuence of magnetic field on the oscillations suggests that scattering ove r more 
complicated pha.'fe coherent paths , similar to those re!;ponsible for UCF oscillations, are "lso involved. 

[<'rom thi!; data. an a\'ertige inter-Lanrlan-ievel ~ci\ttering length can he calculated. In Fig . 8 , the 
inverse scattering length is plotted ii.S a runc tion or temperature. It increases linearly with temperature, 
with a :'Ilope or 2.5 x 10- 3 Jjm -1[(-1 and an extrapolated zero temperature length of990 Jjm . Thus a simple 
activated hopping m o del ror inter-Landau-lc\'eI ::;cattering, whic:h prf~di ct::l "n r.xponential temperature 
dependence of the scattering length, is incorrect. 
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Qualitative Dynamics or Polarisation Bistability in Laser Diodes 

Summary 

K.A. Shore and K.L. Sum 

University of Bath, 
School of Electronic and Electrical Engineering, 

Bath, BA2 7AY, UK. 

The dynamical behaviour of multi-mode lasers is of both fundamental and practical 
interest and importance. In many cases it is possible to extract tbe principal 
features of the dynamics by direct integration of appropriate multimode rate 
equations. For semiconductor lasers a problem arises due to considerable 
uncertainties in critical parameter values and, in particular, in respect of self and 
cross saturation effects whicb playa fundamental role in determining the nature of 
the multi mode dynamics[1]. 

In this work, it is shown that insight into the dynamics may be obtained by using a 
simple mechanical analogy of the laser dynamics. As a specific example, we treat 
the bimodal dynamics associated with polarisation bistability in laser diodes[21. 
Use is made of a potential function whose form is determined by the relative values 
of the saturation parameters in the device. The potential function displays the 
qualitative features of the laser dynamics thus obviating recourse to numerical 
integration of the rate equations. (When regimes of appropriate parameter values 
have been identified, quantitative estimates of the device behaviour can, of course, 
be found using the rate equations.) 

The approach developed here is appropriate to other forms of multimode dynamics 
in laser diodes. Specifically, mode-locked FM operation of laser diodes is also 
amenable to analysis by ttlis technique[3]. The larger number of degrees of 
freedom in the latter case implies that a richer variety of behaviours may be 
anticipated. Identification of all possible forms of dynamics may only be possible 
in practice by the use of qualitative techniques such as the one being advanced here. 

Further utilsation of the technique is foreseen in the study of noise~induced 
transitions in multi mode lasers including stochastic resonance effects. 

Rererences 

I] c.L. Tang et ai, "Bistability in two-mode semiconductor lasers via gain 
saturation", Appl. Phys. Lett, 51, 139:2., 1987. 

2] A. Le Floch et ai, "Dynamics of laser Eigenstates", Phys. Rev., Letts., 52, 918, 
1984. 

3] K.A. Shore and W.M. Vee, "Theory of self-locking FM operation in 
semiconductor lasers", accepted for publication in lEE Proc. Part J 
(Optoelectronics), April 1991. 
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Schrodinger/Maxwell Similarities: 
Int e rferences with liquid c rystal layers 

K. Eidner, 
Sektion Physik der Universitat Leipzig, 
Linnestr. 5, Leipzig, 0 - 7010 

In the history of quantum mechanics the Schrodinger/Maxwell 
similarity has been used to demonstrate the sometimes 
surprising results of the quantum theory by optical 
experiments. A well known example is the tunnel effect [1]. 

In the recent time the quantum me c hani cs is well understood. 
Despite of the availabil ity of numerical matrix methods [2] 

such complicated 
liquid crystal 

it can be favourably used to explain 
optical phenomena like interferences with 
layers or optical modes in wave guides. 

According to the formal similarity of the electromagneti c 
wave equation and Schrodinger's equation the quantum 
mechanical potential corresponds to the refractive index 
profile of an inhomogeneo us medium [3]. 

In this sense the extraordinary refractive index of an LC 
layer sandwiched between g lass plates or prisms and deformed 
by external fields [41, surfac e forces or a lam i nar flow (5) 
represents a tuneable potential profile. 

The experimentally observed interference patterns can be 
easily interpreted in terms of quantum mechani c s. For a 
correct determination of liquid c rystal parameters by 
optical techniques quantum siz e effects must be taken into 
consideration. New interference effects not yet observed can 
be proposed. 

[1) S. Fliigge; "Rechenmethoden der Quantentheorie" 
Springer-Verlag, Berlin Heidelberg, New York, 1976 

[2J K. Eidner, G. Mayer, M. Schmidt, H. Schmiedel; 
Mol. Cryst. & Liq. Cryst. ~(1989)191 

[3] L. D. Landau, E. M. Lifschitz; "Lehrbuch der 
theoretischen Physik", Bd. 8 "Elektrodynamik der 
Kontinua", Akademie-Verlag, Berlin, 1971 

[4] K. Eidner, G. Mayer, R. Schuster; Phys. Lett. A 
lil.(1986)148,152 

[5) D. Riviere, Y. Levy; Mol. Cryst. & Liq. Cryst. 
~1/Lett.(1981)177 
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ELECTRON INTERFERENCE IN MESOSCOPIC Au LOOPS' 

H. Vloeberghs, C. Van Ha esendonck and Y. Bruynseraede 
J( atholieke Universiteit Leuven, B-300 I Leuven (Belgium) 

A. H. Verbruggen, P. A. M. Holweg and S. Radelaar 
DIMES, Delft University of Technology, Delft (The Netherlands) 

We report on ou r detailed measurements of the magnetoconductance in meso
scopic Au loops. Samples having a typical diameter of 0.7 pm, a width of 40 nm 
and a th ickness of 30 nm have been prepared using electron-beam lithography 
combined with lift-off. This technique produces Au samples with an extremely 
low magnetic impurity content, ensuring a large phase coherence length for the 
elect rons. 
Magnetoconductance experiments have been performed for temperatures be
tween 0.4 K and 4.2 K. For high magnetic fields (> 1 T ), we clearly observe 
hie oscillat ions and much weaker second harmonic h/2e oscillations. In con
trast to previous experiments [1) we observe well resolved h/2e oscillations in 
the magnetic field range between -0.05 T and 0.05 T. 
We have recorded several low field magnetoconductance traces. Between each 
measu rement, the impurity configuration has been changed by rapidly heat
ing the sample to 20 K. When averaging over the traces, only the coherent 
backscattering processes, which give rise to the h/2e signal, survive. The av
erage signal is in good agreement with the weak electron localization theory, 
taking into account the inAuence of the voltage and current probes [2]. 

[1] R. A. Webb, S. Washburn, C. P. Umbach and R. B. Laibowitz, 
Phys. Rev. Lett . 54, 2696 (1985). 
[2] P. Santhanam, Phys. Rev. B 39, 2541 (1989); V. Chandrasekar, 
P. Santhanam and D. E. Prober, to be published . 

* Work supported by the Belgian LV.A.P. , G.O.A. and LLK.W. Research 
Programs. H. V. is a Research Assistant and C. V.H. is a Research Associate 
of the Belgian National Fund for Scientific Research (N.F.W.O.). 
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Pulse generatlon.bistability.and chaotic light emission 

in directly modulated single-quantum-well 

semiconductor lasers 

R. Muller 

Zentralinstitut fur Optik und Spektroskopie 

0-1199 Berlin.Rudower Chaussee 5.Germany 

This paper deals theoretically with light emission from single

quantum-well diode lasers where the optical transitions between 

the first subbands (n = 1; photon energy E1 hv1 ) as well as bet

ween the second subbands (n=2;E2 = hv2) are taken into account.The 

mathematical model consists of three rate equations describing the 

time evolution of the carrier concentration N and the photon den-

si ties p. and P2 corresponding to the n = 1 and the n 2 transi-

sition.respectively. Moreover.nonlinear gain suppression /1/ and 

noise terms are considered.In addition.algebraic equations are 

used giving the gain at the two transitions in dependence on 

the time-varying electron and heavy-hole densities via the 

Fermi - Dirac distribution functions.Generally. lasing action is 

either due to the optical n=ltransition or to the n=2 transition 

depending on the resonator losses (gain flattening effect. see 

/2/) 

Relaxation oscillations (constant injection currentl.small-signal 

and large-signal modulation (sinusoidally modulated current) have 

been investigated.The main results are: a) Regular light intensity 

pulsations at the first and the second transition.respectively. 

have been found in the case of large-signal modulation (70ps 

pulse width) Moreover.a period doubling route to chaos including 

a period-3 window has been recorded.Finally.bistability with sta

ble period-1 and period-3 solutions has been demonstrated. 

b)A strong coupling of the light emission at the two optical 

transitions may be found within a small range of resonator losses 

for large-signal modulation.Also in ·this case of two-mode oscil

lation a period doubl ing route to chaos has been obtained. 

Ref. :/l/R.S.Tucker.J.Lightwave Technol.LT-3 (1985) 1180 

/2/Y.Arakawa.A.Yariv.IEEE J.Quantum Electron.QE-22 (1986) 1187 
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Joint measurement of interference and path observables in optics and neutron 

interferometry . 

W.M. de Muynck, W.W. Stoffels, and H. Martens 

Department of Theoretical Physics, Eindhoven University of Technology, 

Eindhoven, the Netherlands. 

The analogies between optical and neutron interference are well-known. The 

purpose of this contribution is to extend this analogy to the joint measurement of 

interference and path observables. 

In the Dirac-von Neumann formulation of quantum mechanics it is impossible to 

describe the joint measurement of interference and the path the particle or photon 

took through the interferometer. It is possible to do so in the generalized formalism 

of positive operator valued measures first developed by Davies [1]. 

For neutron interferometry the joint measurement of interference and path was 

studied by de Muynck and Martens [2]. It was demonstrated that an experiment of 

Summhammer, Rauch, and Tuppinger [3], in which an absorber is inserted in one of 

the arms of the interferometer, can be interpreted as such a measurement, the 

interpretation being based on a general theory of nonideal and joint measurement 

[4]. It will be demonstrated in the present contribution that an analogous 

experiment can be devised for photons by inserting an extra beam splitter in one of 

the arms of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. 

The measurements discussed above are socalled trivial joint measurements because 

they do not yield any information in excess of the interference and path 

measurements performed separately. A double Mach-Zehnder measurement setup, 

proposed by Busch [5], is demonstrated to be a nontrivial joint measurement of 

photon interference and path. An analogous experiment is proposed for the case of 

neutron interferometry. 

References 

1. E.B. Davies, Quantum theory of open systems, Academic Press, London, 1976. 

2. W.M. de Muynck and H. Martens, Phys. Rev. A42, 5079 (1990). 
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4. H. Martens and W.M. de Muynck, Found. of Phys . 20, 255, 357 (1990). 
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Quantum noise in mesoscopic GaAs wires : effect of a 
magnetic field 

D.MAILLY+ and M. SANQUER++ 

+Laboratoire de Microstructures et de Microelectronique 
196, avenue Henri Ravera 92220 Bagneux - France 
++CEA DPhG/PSRM CEN Saclay 91191 GiflYvette 

In mesoscopic systems the transport properties are dominated by 
the quantum interferences of the electron wavefunctions . As a 
resu it, the conductance is very sensitive to tne exact microscopic 
configuration of the scatter centres. It has been shown that the 
conductance fluctuates from sample to sample with a universal 
value i. e. 8g= p-l!2e 2 /h ., where P is a constant which depends only 
on the symmetry class of the sytem. A direct consequence of this 
theory is that the variance of the conductance should decrease by a 
factor two by application of a sma ll magnetic field to the system. 
This reduction is due to the breaking of the time reversal symmetry 
( P=1 to P=2 ). 
We have investigated the noise in doped GaAs wire obtained by 
electron lithography. Electric pulses and thermal cycling have been 
both used to stimulate the dynamic of impurities . We have 
measured a decrease by a factor two of the variance of the 
conductance at the same magnetic field where weak localization is 
anh iled . This result shows the breaking symmetry origin of this 
effect. 
1/f noise in similar structures has also been studied. We have 
observed an increase of the 1/f noise upon decreasing the 
temperature . Sensisivity of the 1/f noise with the magnetic field 
has also been detected. Finally we will present prel iminar results 
on the conductance fluctuat ions around the metal-insulator 
transition . 
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METAL-INSULATOR TRANSITION IN THIN TiOx FILMS' 

C. Vlekken, J. Vangrunderbeek, C. Van Haesendonck and Y. Bruynseraede 
Laboratonum voor Vaste Stof-Fysika en Magnetisme 
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, B-3001 Leuven (Belgium) 

Oxygen rich Ti films have been prepared by reactive sputtering of Ti in a controlled Ar /02 

mixture. The oxygen content can be determined quantitatively by Rutherford backscat
tering spectroscopy. As confirmed by conductivity measurements, thick films (thickness 
I. ~ Ipm) show an Anderson metal-insulator transition when the TiO!.3 composition is 
reached. Electron microscopy as well as x-ray diffraction reveal that the films have a 
nearly perfect amorphous structure. Increasing the oxygen content reduces the carrier 
density and allows to reach the metal-insulat.or transition. Due to the poor electron diffu
sivit.y near t.he t.ransition, the long-range screening of t.he Coulomb repulsion is no longer 
effective, even in the metallic phase. The import.ant enhancement. of t.he Coulomb repul
sion causes an anomalous dip in the density of st.ates near t.he Fermi energy. We have 
determined this anomalous density of states by measuring the differential conductivity of 
Al/ AI 20 3 /TiOx t.unnel junctions. 

We have also studied in detail t.he behavior of ultrat.hin (t.hickness t. ~ 5 nm) oxygen 
rich Ti films. Provided the inelastic diffusion lengt.h for the electrons is sufficiently long, 
we expect. to observe a t.wo-dimensional electron t.ransport.. Far from the metal-insulator 
transit.ion t.his t.wo-dimensional behavior is indeed confirmed by a logarit.hmic divergence 
of t.he low temperat.ure resist.ance in t.he metallic phase. The import.ance of the disorder 
enhanced Coulomb repulsion is reflect.ed by a logarit.hmic anomaly in the density of st.ates 
near the Fermi level. In t.he insulat.ing phase, t.he t.hermally activat.ed electron t.ranport. is 
governed by variable range hopping with t.lle exponent. expected for t.he two-dimensional 
regime. The transition from met.allic t.owards insulating behavior is, however, still gov
erned by the three-dimensional Anderson transit.ion. This is due t.o the fact that the 
inelastic diffusion length tends towards zero near the Anderson transition, causing a di
mensional transition even for these ultrathin films. 

* Work supported by the Belgian I.U.A.P., G.O.A. and 1.1.K.W. Research Programs. 
C.V. is a Research Assistant and C.V.H. is a Research Associate of the Belgian National 
Fund for Scientific Research (N.F.W.O.). 
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INTERFERENCE EFFECTS AT LIGHT OACKSCATTERING FROM 

BROWNIAN PARTICLE SYSTEM 

D.B.ROGOZKIN 

Moscow Engineering Physics Institute,115409,Mos c ow.USSR 

The present study shows that a weak localization problem i n 

multiple quasi-elastic light scattering permits an exact 

analytical solution . The general expression for angular and 

spectral distribution J(f. n,A ) of waves backscattered from system 

of moving particles has been f o und. The function J(f,n .e ) is 

e xpressed in terms o f solution 111 of coherent albedo problem i n 

the case of fixed 6catterers. The ang ular and spectral 

dependences o f backscattered intensity have been analysed i n 

detail for various types o f light inela s tic s cattering caused 

for example. by particle diffusion. ballistic motion exitation 

o f internal degrees of fre e dom etc . It has been found that 

spectral dependence of back s cattered wave distribution is 

monitored by parame ter f ~minl I. ., 
where r is the mean free time ,J ~ c r , r is the absorption time, 

r is the coherence breaking time due to acatterer motion, )'. is 
'/) 

the wavelength, L denotes the scatte ring slab thickness. In 

particular. when the part i cle diffu s ion dominates the behavio ur 

of J (f) (f ~ I'''', - ("'1 1' 1» is following. If parameter fo 

f <1. the n J -v f - 3 "2 (f <f), J 'V f- 2 (f <f <f-') and 
n fI r) 0 

(f ) f - I
) . In the case of f ) 1 the inte rmediate region 

I:' (l 

and J ~ f - 3
.

2 (f <1), J ....., f-C. ' 2 (f ) 1) .It has bee n 

is small. 

J ........., f--:; ' 2 

disappears 

noted that 

presented rigorouB result d i ffer from recent estimations o f other 

a uthors. 

The application of the considered interference phenomena for 

study of the scattering syst e m properties has be en discussed. 

1 . E.E.Gorodnichev.S.L . Dudarev.D.B.Rogozkin. Phys.Lett.A. 144 

(1990) 48. 
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QUANTUM INTERFERENCE PHENOMENON IN MAGNETIC FIELD AT 

ELECTRON BACK SCATTERING FROM RANDOM MEDIUM 

E.E . GORODNICIIEV,D.B.ROGOZRIN 

Moscow Engineering Physics Institute,115409.Moscow,USSR 

We have studied the electron enhanced backscattering in 

uniform magnetic field. Under a weak localization conditions 

(p I " 1, p is the electron momentum , I is the mean free path 
o () 

length) the exact analytical expression for the angular spectrum 

of backscattered e lectrons has been found • The cases of 2D- and 

3D-disordered semi-infinite systems have been discussed. 

It's shown that the quantum interference destruction in 

magnetic field gives rise to "blunting" of the backscattering 

peak . Also we have found the asymmetry of the angular spectrum 

and the surprised peak deviation from the "exactly backward" 

direction . When n~ " o (0 is the magnetic field strength ~ is 

the normal to a surface) peak deviates from backward direction to 

the angle I~ I _ 0,75(p r )- 1 ' 2 ~ n=o (r denotes Larmor 
U I) H 0 H 

radius). The analysis shows that the angular displacement I~ I is 
o 

defined by average magnetic flux through contour formed by 

electron time-reversed trajectories. The angle and 

the angular region where the backscattering spectrum is "blunted" 

are the values of the same order. 

The maximal amplitude of the backscattering intensity 

depends on the absolute value of magnetic field strength as 

Jm(1.x(~=O)_Jml)x (~)=~ (p 12fr )l ' Zr where coefficient 0 turns out 
I) U 

different for two considered cases - ni=o and [n~)=o. 

The generalization of obtained results taking into account 

inelastic electron collisions has been found too. The cases of 

large and small energy transfer at a singJe inelastic scattering 

have been considered. Also we have diseussed the possibility of 

experimental observation of predicted effects. 
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Localization in Linear chains of Regular and Chaotic Billards 

T. Dittrich 

lnstitut fUr Physik, Ulliversitiit Augsburg, Memminger StraBe 6, 

D-8900 Augsburg, G=y. 

E. Doron and U. Smilansky 

Dept. of Nuclear Physics, The Weizmann Institute of Science, 

Rehovot 76100, Israel 

Abstract: 

We investigate linear chains of billard-like cavities, connected by straight sections of wave

guide. This type of system allows for switching between order and disorder in two respects: 

(i) The cavities can be chosen as regular scatterers (e.g., squares) or irregular ones (e.g., 

squares with one comer replaced by a quarter circle); (ii) the sequence of lengths of the 

connecting segments can be chosen periodic or (pseudo )ra.ndom. The dynamics is simulated 

numerically both on the classical and on the quantum mechanical level. Classically, for 

sufficiently chaotic cavities, there is always diffusion along the chain. For regular cav--:ities, 

there is sub diffusive spreading for random length sequences and ballistic behaviour for 

periodic sequences. Quantum mechanically, random or pseudorandom length sequences 

always lead to Anderson localization along the chain, irrespective of the type of cavity. The 

level statistics interpolates between GOE (for short chains, compared to the localization 

length) and Poisson (for long chains). This establishes a novel type of ensemble and can 

be explainea by semiclassical argw:o.ent". 
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NUMERICAL STUDY OF NON-LINEAR CONDUCTANCE 
FLUCTUATIONS IN MESOSCOPIC WIRES 

A. Levy Yeyatl 
Departamento de Fis\ca Materia Condensada 

Universidad Autonoma de Madrid. c-xn - E-280~9 MADRID. 
SPAIN. 

Due to quantum interference the conductance of a mesoscopic sample is 
known to fluctuate as a function of the applied voltage arround its Ohmic 
value. Although this phenome'na has already been described theoretically, 
numerical results are desirable in order to illuminate many aspects of the 
problem that can not be handled analitically, 

In this work we consider a disordered two dimensional wire represented 
by a tight-binding hamiltonian. The ends of this wire are coupled to reser
voirs at different chemical potentials and the resulting current is obtained 
with the help of Keldysh formalism, assuming that the electric field inside 
the sample is uniform. An expression for the current in terms of Green 
functions, which has the form of an integral over the energy of a transmis
sion coefficient, is given . As we have done in the linear response case , the 
relevant Green functions were calculated using a recursive method. 

We present results for the fluctuations in the transmission coefficient at 
a given energy, for different degrees of disorder and as a function of the 
applied voltage. They show a departure from the universal behavior found 
in the absence of an electric field. The total differencial conductance is 
also analyzed. For large disorder it is found that the fluctuations increase 
in amplitude as a function of voltage and regions of negative conductance 
may appear. Finally, the roJe of inelastic scattering reducing these effects 
on real experimental devices is discussed. 
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HIGH-To SUPERCONDUCTIVITY DUE TO II RANDOH HOLON SYSTKM 

IL V. Kholopov 

Inaitute of Inorganic Chemistry of the Siberian Division of 

the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, 630090 Novosibirsk, USSR 

In the present paper the nature of high-T~ superconductivity 

is associated directly with the trivalent state of a copper ion 

as a hIgh-frequency resonance appearing on the hackground of the 

etat.es of a divalent copper ion which are doubly degenerate over 

the spin of an outer electron. Apart from the oxygen conduction 

hand of holea, t.he appropriate localized halon .. tates on copper 

ions are inrtoduced. The spatial. disorder of the latter states is 

essential for thp.ir localization . Such a random character of the 

spatial diAtrihution of holons is typical in the simplest case of 

lantbanum syat.ems .. which we restrict ourselvea to. Indeed, there 

ia a disordering of unit cells containing an impurity divalent 

metal thp.re. lin addittonal. local electric potential arising in 

t.hose uflit cells reduces the energy of the appropriate halon ex

citatJons so that the appearance of the trivalent states of a 

copper ion is energetically favourable namely in the unit cells 

at hc=t.nd. In the case of more complex ordered structures the phen

omcnOIl of nn effective disordering can exiat ae an effect of com

petit.ion of copper ions as centres of halon localization. 

The peculi"-r feature of quasiparticle operators introduced 

herein is t.he fact. that t.hose operators describe the transitions 

between the states of a copper ion instead of these states them

selves. There are some definite admissible orders of sequence of 

those operatore in any product therefrom. As a result, the simple 

kinematir. coupling between the holon states and holes in the con

ductIon band has already ,,11 the typical at.tributes of causal tty. 

According to our earlier results, the Andereon theorem takes 

place for t.he ffiJperconducting state originated by such a random 

Byst..,m of sxcitations. The typical amall parameter enables us 

to make use of the weak-coupling approximation. The fact that ths 

nature of this phenomenon ia essentially non-phonon results in 

the form of the factor in ths BCS formula for the critical tem

peraturs . In particular, in t.he limit of a small value of the 

Fermi energy of holes, this factor measured in energy units is 

equal to t,h., gsometric mean of this Fermi energy and the band

width of the hole conduction band. 
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The Effects of the Beam Splitters on the 
Quantum Detection Properties of the 

Nonlinear Mach - Zender Interferometer 
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Israel 
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ABSTRACT 

We give a general analysis for the influence of loss less beam splitters on the 

statistical properties of a coherent single mode radiation entering into Mach 

- Zender interferometer which contains a fully transmitting Kerr medium 

in one arm. We find that the absolute transmittance of the second beam 

splitter and the interference phase at its output govern a Sub or a Super 

Poisson statistics , in both the Balanced Homodyne and the Intensity Cross 

Correlation detection schemes. We find also that the same linear conditions 

control the nonclassical features in both two interferometric outputs, so that 

their Sub Shot - Noise fluctuations are positively correlated . 
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BALLISTIC ELECTRONS IN SEMICONDUCTING SUPERLATTICES 

Y.A. MALOV, D.F. ZARETSKY 
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I.V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, 

123182, Moscow, USSR 

Advanced technology permits the production of thin layers 

of semiconductors in which injected current carries travel pra

ctically without experiencing collisions. It is customary to 

call such electrons ballistic. On a free path of ballistic ele

ctrons, which amounts, for instance, to the value of about 

3 103 ~ [1,2], tens of periods of the superlattice (SL) of the 

type AsGa / AsAlGa can be set. In this connection the question 

arises what properties of the beam of injected ballistic elect-

rons posseses in the SL field. In par·ticular, the ball ·istic 

electrons in the SL periodic potential can emit and absorb ele

ctromagnetic i- adiation (the kinetic energy of ballistic elect 

rons is higher than the potential amplitude). As a result, a 

modulation of current of ballistic electrons can occur and the 

opportunity fDr amplificatiDn Df electrDmagnetic radiation 

appears a5 well~ 

The gain fDr electrDmagnetic wave in IK regiDn is calcula-

ted [3]. 

The gain ca be inc,-eased if electrDns a,-e simultaneDusly 

injected intD several SL. 

It was shown that the intensity Df the radiatiDn generated 

by mDdul «ted current may contai n a cDherent component proper·

tiDnal tD the squared electron density. 
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An Optical Switch based on Pancharatnam's Phase 

H. Schmitzer, S. Klein, W. Dultz 
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Light gains an additional phase E ; -~ Q (C) if its state of 

polarization is led on a closed path C on the Poincare-sphere. 

Pancharatnam's phase depends only on the solid angle Q (C) of 

loop C and not on the wave length of the light. We use this 

effect to create and switch the interference pattern of a 

number of light sources on a coherent array in a very general 

way by introducing defined phase differences between the 

sources with one single switchable retardation plate . 

The states of polarization Pi of the mutual coherent sources 

are adjusted to occupy defined positions on the Poincare

sphere. All the light beams Pi traverse one single switchable 

retardation plate and then are brought to a common state of 

polarization P. 

If the retardation plate changes its retardation Pi from 0 to 

2n, all the states Pi are led on circles Ci on the Poincare

sphere around the fast axis S of the plate. 

Due to different solid angles Qi (Ci) of these circles the 

light beams gain different Pancharatnam's phases E and the 

interference pattern is changed. 

Since we have Si+l degrees of freedom to adjust the positions 

of the sources, their initial states of polarization and the 

retardation, we can shape the interference pattern before and 

after switching in a quite general way. An experiment with two 

coherent sources and a liquid crystal retardation plate has 

worked well in our laboratory. 
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(4) Zeeman Laboratorium of me University of Amsterdam, The Nemerlands. 

In this contribution we will consider me similarities between atomic electron wave packets and 

short optical pulses. It will be shown mat well known effects in optics, such as dispersion, 

modulation of the group velocity, and shortening of pulses, can also occur for matter waves. 

In a short-pulse laser a light packet is constructed by coherent superposition of eigen modes of 

the laser cavity. An atomic electron wave packet is a coherent superposition of atomic eigenstates. 

As in the optical case the electronic wave packet will broaden if the group velocity is not constant 

for all frequencies: me spacing between the atomic eigenstates is not constant. If me index of 

refraction is constant me wave packet will be dispersion free. Modulation of a wave packet can be 

realized by modulating me atomic frequencies. The observation, in time-resolved pump-probe 

experiments, of several of these effects will be presented. 

Shortening of pulses, well known in optics, can also be achieved for atomic electron wave 

packets. The two ingredients on which compression schemes are based are, a nonlinear 

process to increase bandwidth, and a dispersive delay to bring the thus generated frequencies 

into phase. We calculated mat a Rydberg wave packet can be used for both increase of 

bandwidm and compression. If the wave packet is excited by an intense laser pulse, the 

states shift and more states will be excited man one would assume on basis of me bandwidm 

alone. The bandwidth of the matter waves exceeds the laser bandwidth. This chirped wave 

packet compresses itself since different frequencies have different oscillation times. Due to 

the AC- Stark shift the response of the wave packet depends on the light intensity, inducing 

additional frequencies (for optical pulses this is realized by me well known self phase 

modulation in a fiber). Compression of me chirped maner waves can be realized by me 

varying spacing of the Rydberg states (the Tracy grating pair for optical pulses). 
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REFRACTION AND COLLIMATION EPFECTS IN QUANTUM POINT CONTACTS: 
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Institute for Microstructural Sciences, 

National Research council, ottawa, 
Canada, KlA OR6 

The theory of Beenakker and Van Houten [1] for two Quantum 
point contacts (QPC I s) in series describes the importance of 
refraction and geometrical effects for the collimation of ballistic 
electrons. We repor't measurements which allow us to separate these 
two components in a variety of structures containing two or more 
QPC's in series. In addition we demonstrate experimentally for the 
first time the relative contributions of the ballistic electrons 
(direct) and those which have partially equilibrated in the region 
between the two point contacts (indirect) to the magnetoresistance. 
A typical trace is shown below. These results prove to be 
important when incorporating QPC's in devices which require highly 
focussed beams of ballistic electrons. We also report preliminary 
resul ts on several more complicated ballistic devices in which 
refractive effects are important. 

[1] C.W. Beenackker and H. van Houten, Phys. Rev. B 22, 10445 
(1989) . 
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Observation of the optical analogue of the 

quantizated conductance of a point contact. 

E.A. Montie, E.C. Cosman, G .W. ' t Hooft, M.B. van cler Mark and 

C.W.J . Beenakker 

PHILIPS Research Laboratories, 

P.O. Box 80.000, 5600 J A Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

Abstract 

The light power transmitted by a diffusively illuminated slit of finite thickness is observed 

to depend stepwise on the slit width. The steps have equal height and a width of one half 

the wavelength of the monochromatic light used. This novel diffraction phenomenon is the 

analogue of the quantization of the conductance of a point contact in a two-dimensional 

electron gas. 
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Tunneling in a periodically driven bistable system 
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Abstract 

The tunneling response is investigated for a symmetric bistable system which is sub

jected to external periodic driving. By use of a complete numerical analysis of the 

time-dependent SchrOdinger equation in terms of the quasienergy concept we evaluate 

quasienergies and wavefunction correlations in function of the driving frequency. 

Upon the investigation of the level splitting among the quasienergies and the 

characteristics of correlation functions we elaborate on the tunneling phenomenon and 

the role of quantum coherence in presence of external periodic driving. The numerical 

analysis is compared with ::pproximate theories in the limit of low and high driving 

frequencies w. In these limiting regimes one can develop a consistent quasi-stationary 

WKB -approximation scheme to the time-dependent quantum dynamics. Our results 

are the following: For low and high driving frequencies the approximate results 

corroborate our numerical findings. Near resonance, W - wo ' with Wo denoting the 

internal well frequency we observe a rather complex but intriguing tunneling 

mechanism. Most interesting, however, is the result of localisation inside one of the 

metastable wells via destructive quantum interference effects induced by the external 

periodic driving at frequencies w near the bare tunneling frequency 6,0 of the 

unperturbed system. 
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Invariance of Berry's phase under time-dependent 

unitary and gauge transformations 
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It is shown that Berry's phase is invariant under both 

time-dependent unitary and gauge transformations. The unitary 

transformation must be applied on Schrodinger equation not only 

on the instantanuo',s :'~amil tonian. An invariant expression of 

Berry's phase under time dependent unitary transformation is 

given. 

The Lli -:;i3.1 condition of quantum system plays a role in uni

quely determining the Berry's phase. The quantum states trans

ported separately by two Hamiltonians, which are initialy related 

with a static gauge transformation, cfiffer by a Berry's phase. 

The phase in this case cannot be removed by a valid unitary trans~ 
forma ti on. 

PACS numbers: 03. 65. Bz 
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Magnetoresistance oscillations in the Quantum Hall Regime and the Berry Phase 
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Periodic fluctuations in the magnetoresistance have been observed both for integer and 

fractional filling in the Quantum Hall Regime in experiments where a narrow region is 

connected to broader regions of a two dimensional electron gas [IJ . These fluctuations are 

assumed to reflect tunnelling through quasi bound states in the narrow region . It is essential 

that these states have dimensions of the same order or magnitude as the electric width of the 

narrow region. This rules out the possibility of Coulomb blockade. Each of the states can be 

characterized by its Berry phase, which is obtained when a charged particle encircles a region 

with a well defined filling factor. It turns out that even if the energy of a quasi bound state 

depends on the charge of the particle the period t.B in the magnetoresistance does not [2J . But 

it depends on the filling factor of the encircled region and may therefore be different in the 

integer and fractional regime. We finally discuss why the effect is only observed in the extreme 

low current region but disappears at higher currents . 

1. J.A. Simmonds et.al. Phys.Rev.Lett.!U 1731 (1989) 

2. H. Nielsen in High magnetic fields in Semiconductor Physics vol 3 (in press). 
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TUNNELING-ASSISTED OPTICAL TRANSITIONS 
IN GaAs DELTA-DOPED SUPERLATTICES 

V.L.Alperovich, A.S.Jaroshevich, D.I.Lubyshev, V.P.Migal 

Institute of Semiconductor Physics 
Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Siberian Branch 

630090 Novosibirsk 90, USSR 

The analogy between electro-optical Franz-Keldysh effect 
in semiconductors and total internal reflection of light in 
optics is discussed in this work on the basis of the 
experimental investigation of GaAs a-doped n-i-p-i 
superlattices. The n-i-p-i superlattices with periods ranging 
from 16 to 300 nm are grown by molecular-beam epitaxy and 
consist of alternating nand p-type a-layers separated by the 
undoped regions. 

The photocurrent and photoreflectance spectra are 
measured at photon energies hw below and above the energy gap 
Eg. A homogeneous built-in electric field E allows to observe 
the main features of the Franz-Keldysh effect: 

(i) the low-energy absorption wing for hW<Eg due to the 
optical transitions between tunneling tails of the electron 
and hole wave functions, 

(ii) the photoreflectance spectrum oscillations 
bandgap ChW>Eg ) due to the standing wave formation 
electron and hole points of reflection from the band 
an electric field. 

above the 
near the 
edges in 

As the period of the "semimetallic" n-i-p-i superlattices 
decreases, the monotonic increase of the low-energy wing 
length and of the above-bandgap oscillation period is observed 
due to the rise of E. In the "dielectric" superlattice with 
the smallest period the spectral features are observed, which 
are possibly due to the quantum-confined optical transitions. 
The tunneling-assisted transitions between 2D-states in the 
n-i-p-i superlattices with small periods and between continuum 
states in the superlattices with large periods are discussed. 
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Optical Stern-Gerlach effect. Separation of a gas 
according to atomic spin projections in the polarized laser fields. 

A.M.Tumaikin 
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In the classical Stern-Gerlach experiments has been 
demonstrated the first effect of a spatial separation of a gas 
by quantum states ( spin projections in the presence of 
nonuniform magnetic field. The existence of similar phenomena 
in electromagnetic fields was not obviously up to present. The 
selective influence of light on the translational and internal 
degrees of freedom of the atoms. e.g . . the spin ( angular 
momentum) in a one-components gas is currently attracting a 
great deal of interest. The interest in this problems stems 
from the promissing outlook for the use of spatial separation of 
atoms by quantum states to generate polarized beams of atoms . to 
separable isotopes. to produc€ population inversions. etc. 

One of the schemes for spatial separation of quantum 
states proposes In this work. The simple example of the 
interaction of two counl,lterpropogating 6"+ -IS"" _ waves having 
a same frequency with the ground state atoms on 1,,, 1/J. ~ 1(;; 1/2 
or J'i ""~/2 ""::;>J(::: '3/L transitions is c onsidered. 

It is shown that the atomic density is locally at 
equilibrium ( a Maxwellian distribution ). while the velocities 
of the atoms in different quantum states ( magnetic sublevels of 
the ground state) are locally notat equilibrium. The physical 
nature of the velocity-selectivity of the spins is due to 
the separation of the dips (Bennet dips) created by the 
counterpropogating circularly polarized waves and to the 
transfer of these dips between the sublevels of the ground state 
via the excited state due to spontaneous emission in the 
cycle of optical pumping. As a result in a gas the non zero 
spin of particle fluxes with opposite directions along the wave 
vector are created . A cancellation of the particle fluxes at 
the bounderies of the cell leads to a spatial 
selection of atomic gas into components with different spin 
projections -t" 1./1.. at opposite ends of the tube. The degree of 
magnetization of gas in the cell depends strongly on the nature 
of the collisions of atoms with the cell walls. The degree 
of polarization of the atomic beam leaving the call is 
calculated . 
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Semiconductor-Insulator Material System for Cavity Control of Spontaneous 
Emission in Laser Diodes. 

Summary 

KA. Shore 

University of Bath. 
School of Electronic and Electrical Engineering, 

Bath, BA2 7 A Y, UK. 

Recently, much interest has been shown in the enhancement and inhibition of 
spontaneous emission in resonant cavities. Although this is basically a very old 
concept[ I], the demonstrat ion of these effects in microwavel2J and optical 
cavities[3 J was reported much later. 

One approach to the inhibition of spontaneous emisSion is through the use of 
periodic layered materials with alternating high and low refractive indices. Above 
a critical refractive index difference in such structures. a forbidden gap in the mode 
spec trum can be obtained at desired optical frequencies (Yablonovich, Phys. Rev. 
L ett. , 58 , 2059 , 1987). It appears to have been a problem to identify a material 
system for which a sufficiently large refractive index change is found in a lattice 
matched structure suitable for semiconductor laser operation. 

In this paper, it is shown that a semiconductor/insulator material system is 
available which meets the criterion for the existence of a forbidden gap. Hence, 
quite significant control will be possible over the spontaneous emission properties 
of semiconductor lasers incorporating a periodic structure in that material sys tem. 
The practicality of using th e same semiconductor/insulator material sys tem for the 
fabricat ion of good-quality mirrors appropriate to surface emitting operation at 
short (visible) wavelengths is also established. 

Taken together with the output coupling properties of the surface emitting 
geometry, the above will offer considerable scope for innuencing the spectral 
properties of semiconductor lasers in general and surface emitting semiconductor 
lasers in particular. 

Rererences 

[I J E.M. Purcell , "Spontaneous emission probability at radio frequencies", Phys. 
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HOLE TUNNELING TIMES TROUGH AlAs BARRIERS 

MEASURED BY TIME-RESOLVED PL 

IN AlAs/GaAs RESONANT TUNNELING STRUCTURES 

UNDER APPLIED BIAS 

Etienne Goovaerts (1), Chris Van Hoof (2) and Gustaaf Borghs (2) 

(1) Physics Department, University of Antwerp (U.LA), B-2610 Wilrijk-Antwerpen 

(2) Interuniversity Microelectronics Center (IMEC v.z .w.), B-3001 Leuven 

Time-resolved photoluminescence (PL) measurements have been performed In 

several AIAs/GaAs resonant tunneling structures (RTS) embedded between n-GaAs 

contact layers, at bias voltages throughout the resonant tunneling region. Tunneling 

of the photocreated (minority) holes through the AlAs barrier into the quantum well 

is shown to determine the nanosecond decay time of the confined exciton lumines

cence. A risetime of this luminescence is also observed and is attributed to the decay 

of the exciton, both by recombination inside the well and by tunneling of the hole 

trough the second AlAs barrier. This is confirmed by the appearance at increasing 

bias voltage, of a component in the n-GaAs PL originating from holes that have 

tunneled trough the whole RTS structure and subsequently recombine in the the 

n-GaAs layer. This component possesses the same time behavior as the confined 

exciton PL, with similar rise-, and identical decay times, and adds to the normal 

n-GaAs luminescence. 

The hole tunneling time a.s a function of bias voltage follows a generally decreas

ing trend , which stems from tbe increasing probability of tunneling through a· single 

barrier with increasing electric field. Additional variations in the decay time around 

resonant bias are directly correlated to the electron tunneling current, and parallel 

cbanges are observed in the spectral peak position and linewidth of the confined 

exciton PL. 
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Channel width dependence of periodic conductance oscillations in 
a Si-MOSFET point-contact. 
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In this paper we present experimental data on periodic conductance oscillations (PCO) in a 
new type of device. a silicon Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor 
(MOSFEn point-contact Our results indicate that the period of the oscillations depends on 
the electrical width of the point-contact. This is expected when the PCO are explained by a 
Coulomb blockade (CB) effect[lJ. 

The devices used are dual gate, n-channel Si-MOSFETs in which a point-contact, i.e. a 
short and narrow constriction in the two-dimensional electron gas, can be defined 
electrostatiCally. This is done by applying a positive voltage VGU to the upper continuous 
gate, while simultaneously applying a negative voltage VGL to the lower, split gate. The 
point-contacts are the MOSFET counterparts of the ballistic GaAs-AIGaAs point-contact. 
Their electrical properties, however. are different, since the transport in the metallic regime 
is diffusive. 

Just above pinch-off the low temperature conductance G of some point-contacts oscillated 
periodically as function of VGU and VGL(21. Fig. I shows a G-VGU curve and its Fourier 
spectrum. The period of the oscillations was constant for magnetic fields up to 10 T. Our 
observations correspond with the CB modelfIl if we assume that two barriers, due to 
charged sites in the gate oxide, isolate a small segment in the point-contact from the rest of 
the channel. 

Both the envelope of the oscillations and the pinch-off voltage VGU,P changed slowly, but 
non-systematically, with time. Surprisingly, the period .1VGU of the PCO tended to increase 
with increasing VGu.p. We explain this by showing that increasing VGU,P means increasing 
confinement, i.e. decreasing electrical width W of the point-contact. As in the CB model 
.1VGU depends linearly on the inverse of the capacitance of the segment, and thus on W·l, 
the observed behaviour is what is expected. 
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Fig. I. Conductance G at 0.1 K 
versus V GU close to pinch-off at 
VGL=-4 V and zero magnetic field. 
The inset showes the Fourier power 
spectrum of the curve. 

2 C.de Oraaf. J. Cam. S. Radclaar and K. Heyers. submitted to Phys. Rev. B 
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Optical Band Structures in Ring Cavities: 
Engineering with the Group U(2,2) 
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An optical ring c<l.vity can be considered as a one-dimensional periodic medium for light 
waves, with a periodicity length equal to the cavity roundtrip length. This topological peri

odicity, together with a coupling mechanism be tween different light waves propagating in the 
car it)' , gives rise to optical band structure. 

We experimentally realized such optical band structures, introducing a coupling mecha

nism by means of various intracavity optical components. Birefringe nt components couple 

waves with different polarization, reflecting components couple waves propagating in different 

directions . We measured the eigenmode frequencies of our optical ring cavities as a function 
of a control parameter of the system . Two examples of resulting band structures are shown 
in Fig . I, where the eigenmode frequencies are given as a function of the voltage a pplied to 
an intracav ity electro-optic modulator. 

In the description of these ring cav ities every optical element is represented by a 4 x 4 

complex transmission matrix and a sequence of elements is represe nted by the product of 
the corresponding matrices. Under the restriction that all the optical elements are loss-free , 

the matrices are elements of the Lie group U(2,2). This group has 16 generators, each of 

which we associated with a particular type of optical element. Some of these are standard 

components, others are not. The nonstandard components can be constructed as a chain 
of standard components a nd we derived explicit rules for the design of such constructions, 

using the commutation relations of the generators . It follows that the full U(2,2) group can 
actually be reali zed an d one could even tllink about constructing a universal 'gadget ' , i.e. , 
a cha.in of at least 16 adjustable optical components that can be set to any desired U(2,2) 
element . 

The lllllllber of illdependent pa.rameters - 16 in the most general case - can be reduced 

su usta lltially if we ;cllow only the use of a few types of optical components, corresponding with 

the generators of a subalgebra. of the Lie algebra u(2,2) . [n such restri c ted cases, instead of the 

full U(2,2) group, one of its subgroups is realized and the number of independent parameters 

of the entire optical system is given by the number of generators of the subalgebra. 

... 1000 ... 1000 

V_(V) v_ (Y) 

Figure I.: Two experimental examples of optical band structure: cavity-eigenmode frequency 
1'.< . I'OII~ge ~Pfllit'd 10 ~n electro-optic modulator (EOM) . The vertical periodicity is the free 
spectrA.1 fitlfg .. he/ L , Lile horizolftal periodicity is determined by the halfwave voltage V. of 
t he £OM . 
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The well-known Beam Propagation Method in connecti o n with the 

effective index method and a semi-analytical solution fo r the 

carrier density was used to cal c ulate near- and far-field 

profiles of light as well as the lateral and longitudinal carrier 

density distribution f or gain-guided and weakly quasi-index-guided 

injection lasers in a self-consistent way / 1 / - /3/. 

The method has been extended t o lase r s with weakly varying 

thickness of the active r egi o n and to lateral infinite laser 

arrays. 

Thus. Laser arrays with a great number of s tripes could be treated 

without the disturbation by marginal effects. By calculati o n of 

the near-f i eld phase we have investigated the dependence of the 

field c oupling on the stripe spacing. 

Moreover . bistability of the light power has been found in the 

current / light-power characteristics of broad-stripe lasers due to 

spatial hole burning in the lateral car rier density . The two 

branches of the corresponding hysteresis loop differ in the 

behavior of the lateral far-field . The laser generates a symmetric 

far-field in the high-power branch or an unsymmetric one in the 

low-power branch. 

At present the model is applied t o lasers with external feedback 

t o investigate lateral and l ong i tudinal effects in such lasers. 

References 
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~ 

The elecrronic properties of double barrier resonant tunnelling srructures have been the 
subject of intense investigations and have led to promising systems such as ulrra-fast devices 
and systems with electronic rransport controlitd 1>)' a fllildameiltal quan;um process. 

Resonant tunnelling of carriers through the quantum well states of the double barrier srructure 
is characterized by the appearance of negative differential resistance regions in the current 
versus voltage curves. Since the quantum effect is due to the confinement in the epitaxial 
direetion only, the states in the quantum well are parabolic energy bands and thus the system 
is two dimensional. 

Advances in nanofabrication technology has allowed the realisation of an ulrra-small tun
nelling srructure and evidence of tunnelling through the discrete states of a quantum box has 
been given (I). 

We present here a more detailed experimental study of resonant tunnelling through both 1-0 
and 0-0 elecrron states, in different epitaxial layers grown on GaAs and lnP. 

Large rransverse area diodes were first investigated. Quantum dot and wire diodes were 
processed in the same wafers. A nickel mask defined by eleerron beam patterning is used for 
reactive ion etching (RIE). Ohmic contact to single diodes or groups of diodes is achieved 
by mean of polyimide planarization and subsequent RIE. We are able to fabricate pillars and 
walls 2 microns high and with lateral dimensions between 2 microns and 100 nanometers. 

Transport and magnetorransport measurements were performed on pillars and walls. The 
liquid helium temperature I-V specrrum shows the emergence of a feature consisting of 
clearly resolved peaks at regular voltage positions. As the temperature is increased these 
peaks broaden and merge into one resonance line similar to that of large rransverse contact 
area diodes. As the size of the lateral dimensions is increased, the number of resolved peaks 
increases and the interv~.1 between them d~creases. The temperature and size dependences of 
the feature show that the peaks are the rrue signature of lateral confinement in the column. 

Different epitaxial layers were grown and processed in order to study the effect of a charge 
accumulation layer in the emitter contact region. For large rransverse area diodes, this charge 
accumulation layer leads to the formation of a quantum well in the emitter, thus reducing the 
effective contact dimensionality from 3-D to 2-D. The change of dimensionality of the sys
tems induced by reduction of the lateral sizes is investigated. 

M.A. Reed, J.N. Randall, R.J. Aggarwal, R.J. Matyi, T.M. Moore and A.E. Wetsel, 
Phys. Rev. Lett. ~, 535 (1988) 
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ELECTROCHEMICAL POTENTIAL VARIATIONS IN 

MESOSCOPIC SYSTEMS: DOUBLE-BARRIER HETEROSTRUcrURE 
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fly means of the Keldysh Green function method, the electrochemical potential variations 

across a constriction are analy~ed. We discuss specifically the case of a one-dimensional 

chain joining two Dethe lattices of coo rdina tion four as reservoirs (I). In our ca lculation 

we introduce Ilartree-consistency and calculate induced electrostatic potentials within a 

non-linear response. The cases of one and two barriers are treated. Our results show the 

different quantum coherence effects between the contacts and the one-dimensional chain 

as a function of the f'ermi energy, the electronic ~creening, the narrier heights and the 

length of the low dimensional system. The resonan t tlInneling of the double narrier is 

~tudied as a function of the applied voltage. We ontain the electrochemical potential pro

files and the characteristic I-V curves showing the intrinsic nistanility . We demonstrate 

that this tight-binding Green 's function formalism is excelent to analyse the electronic 

transport in the nanoscale devices. 

(I )Electrochemical potentials across a cOllstriction, 1'. 1.. l'erna~, A. M artin- Rodero, f'. 

Flores. Phys. Rev . D (Rap. Com.) 41, 8551, (1990). 

P. L. Pernas 

Departamento de f'isica de la Materia Condensada (<:-12) 

Universidad Autonoma de Madrid 

E-28049 Madrid. SPAIN. 
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Electron transmissivity of an interface between media with 
different electronic properties 

W.M. van Huffelen, T.M.Klapwijk, and P.C. van Son 

Department of Applied Physics and 
university of Groningen, Nijenborgh 
Netherlands 

Materials Science Center, 
18, 9747 AG Groningen, The 

An old and very well-known problem in optics is the 
transmission of electromagnetic waves through an interface between 
media with different densities. Its analogy in solid state physics 
is apparent in various MBE-grown heterostructures and, in an 
averaged way, in a description of the conductivity in 
polycrystalline mater ials. !However, to our knowledge the 
transmissivity of an isolated interface itself has hardly been 
studied. We report on experiments to study the electron transport 
between a metal and heavily-doped silicon (p-type 1020 cmo3

). Silicon 
membranes (40 to 80 nm) thick are covered on both sides with 
niobium in a UHV-evaporator (1). In the superconducting state 
niobium does not contribute to the resistance of the sandwich
structure. The bulk resistance of the thin slice of silicon itself 
is negligible compared to the observed resistance. Current-voltage 
characteristics are linear in the normal state and strongly non
linear in the superconducting state, primarily due to the 
electronic properties of the superconducting electrodes. We can 
account for the full current-voltage characteristic by assuming 
that the potential drop occurs only at both interfaces (£,~). The 
observed interface resistance may result from remnants of the 
Schottky-barrier, which limits the conductivity at lower doping 
levels(!) . However, extrapolation of Schottky-barrier theory to the 
high doping levels used in these experiments leads to unrealistic 
numbers. Instead, we believe that the transmissivity is limited by 
wave-vector mismatch. We have calculated the transmissivity of the 
interface by matching the wavefunctions on both sides. For silicon 
the proper band structure is taken while for niobium a free
electron Fermi-sphere is used. The model accounts for the current
voltage characteristics both for low voltages (Andreev reflection) 
and high voltages. It also suggests further experiments to check 
the present interpretation. 

1; W.M. van Huffelen, M.J.de Boer, and T.M.Klapwijk, submitted to 
Appl.Phys.Lett. 
2; M.Octavio, M.Tinkham, G.E.Blonder and T.M.Klapwijk, 
Phys.Rev.B27,6739(1983) 
3; K.Flensberg, J.Bindslev Hansen, and M.Octavio, Phys.Rev.B38, 
8707(1988) 
4; D.R.Heslinga and T.M.Klapwijk, Appl.Phys.Lett. 54,1048(1989) 
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AN ALGORITHM TO SOLVE THE SCHRODINGER EQUATION 

WITH THE LUTTINGER HAMILTONIAN FOR 

SEMICONDUCTOR SUPERLATTICES 

V.S. Synakh and V.A. Tkachenko 

Computing Center, Siberian Division of the USSR Ac. Sci., 

630090, Novosibirsk-90, USSR 

We propose some ways to circumvent difficulties which arise when 

so lving the s ystem of four second order differential equations with 

Bloch and sewing conditions. The difficulties are of computational 

nature. They are originated by looking for double roots of the 

determinant for a nearly degenerate 16 X 16 matrix with large elements 

up to 10
6 

- 108 
) which include the unknown variable. 

We used this method for calculations of some real super lattices. 

Our program may be straightforwardly extended to the optics of the 

layered struc tures including polarization, anisotropy, etc. 
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'llie ~ of an asymmetry of the spontaneous Ra!ran scattering (ASRS) 

in transparency crystals is that, in 90· scattering geonetry, when a 

crystal cut along principal crystallogr<lliric directions is b.n:ned through 

180· ("left" and "right" scattering) about the direction of prq::egation of 

the incident light or the direction of propagation of the scattered light, · 

there is a redistribItion of the spectrum line intensities for particular 

polar phonons [1,2). 

A theoretical treabrent [1) has shawn that the effect of ASRS is due to the 

dynamic interaction of individual polar optical m:x:Ies and is observable in 

crystals of the p:::>int g::ruup3 C3, C:.V" I C4, 54, C:; arx:I C:lh. 

In this paper a new type of ASRS is considered f= Imlltilayered crystal 

f. -<;ase (D~h-sytmretry) where not only the probabilties of light scattered 

are different f= the scattering to the right and to the left but the 

Itxmcm-frequencies and phonon half-wiclths are anothers, especially for IJ:}

phonons lines. A new ASRS has been discovered for Si-crystals (cl.) after uv 
irradiation also. 

= m:xlels for describing and understanding of the e><p&iJrEntal results are 
suggested: anharTTonic double __ U Duffing oscillator [3] and interface 

m:x:Ies [4]. 

Duffing potential renornalization driven by the noise can lead to the 

asymmetric fann of the potential and to ASRS. 'llie asymmetric potential for 

unequal. potential energies (Ul f= U2) has always a width "h" of the ""U 

which is so snall that there is no discrete eneTIJY level [5] ("" have the 

e><p&iJrEntal results where the scattering in the "right" or the "left" 

direction is absent). 

Good quali tati ve agreen-ent of theory and e><p&iJrEnt is clenDnstrated. 

1. A.Je. Sernjonaw et al., Sov. Rtys. Solid state ~ (4), 656 (1983) 

2. S.M. KostritsJdi et al., Sov. Ihys. Solid state~, 1219 (1981) 

3. L. GaJmaitoni et al., Ihys. Rev. Lett. ~ (4), 349 (19B9) 

4. D.L. Lin et al., SolidstateCOlml., E. (ll), 799 (1990) 

5. L.D. Landau and E.M. Lifshitz, Quantum!B:hanics (Pergaron Press, 

london - Paris, 1959) 
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ON THE STABILITY OF THE SELFCONSISTENTLY DETERMINED CURRENT OF A 

DOUBLE BARRIER RESONANT-TUNNELING STRUCTURE 

H.P . Joosten 1, H.J.M.F. Noteborn2, K. KaskP and D. Lenstra23 

lDept. of Electronics, Tampere Univ. of Technology, Tampere, Finland 

2Dept. of Physics, Eindhoven Univ . of Technology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

3Iluygens Laboratory, Univ. of Leiden, Leiden, The Netherlands 

DBIl.TD's belong to a novel class of nano-electronic devices with great potential 

applications . The seifconsistent build-up of charge due to resonant carriers in 

the well may lead to bistability and hysteresis. In order to discuss aspects of 

dynamical (in)stability, a simple set of equations is derived from a minor 

extension of the static theory. In the static theory, the charge densities at 

various positions in the structure are coupled via the time-independent 

Schrodinger equation . In the dynamic model" these charge densit ies are 

considered independent variables . Their rates of change are descr ibed by current 

densities, expressions for which are generalisations of the divergenceless 

stationary current density. The resulting dynamic equations adequately describe 

the small and slow «100 GHz) deviations from the stationary state. From a 

theoretical point of view, this approach is more satisfactory than an 

equivalent-<:ircuit analysis. The limitations of the adopted method are discussed. 
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3-D MAGNETO-BALLISTIC TRANSPORT 

Dr_ A_P . van Gelder 
Research Institute for Materials, 

University of Nijmegen 
Toernooiveld 

6525 ED Nijmegen 
The Netherlands 

ABSTRACT 

Magnetoresistance oscillations of AI-AI point contacts at low 
temperRture (1.3 K) were reported by H.M. Swartjes et al. (Phys. 
Rev. B 39, 3086 (1989». The oscillations appear to be of the 
Shubnikov-de Haas type for minority carriers of the third zone 
with m* 0.13. The highest occupied Landau level of these 
electron ranges between 115 and 41 for magnetic fields between 
2.5 and 7 tesla. The number of enclosed flux quanta also varies 
between 2.5 and 7 in this range of fields for a point contact of 
0.13 n_ For a physical interpretation of the observed 
oscillation-amplitudes, it is possible to outrule a large number 
of options, including that of I . Kulik et al. (Solid State Comm. 
56, 999 (1985». 
An excellent explanation of the observed amplitudes is based on 
electron diffraction at the interface. From this analysis we 
conclude: 
(i) inter-band (diffractive) tranSitions to be allowed, and 
(ii) vanishing of the normal derivative of the wavefunction of 
the minority carriers at the insulating interface to be 
manditory. 
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Ballistic electron transport in high mobility structures 

Y.Hirayamao), S. Tarucha, T.Saku and Y.Horikoshi 

NTT Basic Research Lab . Musashino-Shi, Tokyo 180, Japan 

Sophisticated growth techniques have recently enabled us to achieve high electron 

mobility of about 107 cm2jVs in the AIGaAs-GaAs system. This high mobi lity two

dimensional electron gas (2-DEG) provides an interesting field to investigate ballistic 

electron transport. In tills paper, we like to discuss ballistic transport characteristics 

observed in high mobility 2-DEG, especially in four-terminal structures. The starting 

2-DEG has a carrier density( n) of (1-3)x1011 cm-2 and mobility (jl) of (2-8)x1Q6cm2 j Vs 

at l.5K. The 2-DEG system was chemically etched into square patterns with terminals 

at each corner. The length of the edge (L) was varied between 10 and 300jlm. TIle 

rat io between Land term;nal width (W) ranged between 3 and 10. 

The bend resistance (Ra) was measured as a function of magnetic field . A negative 

peak at B=O was clearly observed in Ra up to L=150jlm. Almost all bend resistance 

characteristics observed for many structures with various L, Wand n are well explained 

by the analysis using the Landauer equation. This indicates the validity of a subband

based analysis in a ballistic system in spite of the fact that more than one hundred 

subbands exist in our wide terminal (W > 3jlm) and the subband separation is far smal

ler than kT (at T=1.5K). Furthermore, the ballistic mean free path of electrons (Ib) is 

evaluated from the L dependence of the negative resistance amplitude. The obtained 

Ib is approximately equal to a conventional mean free path calculated from nand jl of 

the wafer (Ib=S6jlm is obtained when n=2.8x1011cm-2 and jl=7.8x1Q6cm2jVs). 

The Hall resis tance (RH ) was also measured using structures with L=10-30jlm. The 

sample size is so large that we can es ti mate characteristics originating from ba.1I istic 

natme without collimation and interference effects. In addition, a distortion of a. real 

boundary shape by depletion region spreading is negligibly small in such a large sys tel1l. 

The following conclusions are obtained from the experimental results. l)Quenching of 

RH does not occur without collimation effects. 2)In a low magnetic field, RH is lar

ger than the classical linear valu e. RH has periodic peaks corresponding to electron 

focusing when LjW is large, and a broadening of these peaks makes the "Iast plateau" 

when LjW is small. 

Besides the above results , we will show a reflection control of a ballistic electron 

beam by a Schottky electrode evaporated onto these structures. 

a)p resent address j'ylax-Planck-Institut for Festkorperforschung, 7000 Stuttgart 80, FRG 
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COHERENT PROPERTIES OF OPTICAL PHASE CONJUGATION 

IN DISORDERED MEDIA 

V. I. YUDSON I AND P. REINEKER 

Abteilung Theoretische Physik, Universitiit Ulm, Albert-Einstein-Allee 11,7900 

Ulm, Fed. Rep. Germany 

Recently it was shDwn [11 that in disordered media the nDnlinear backscattering Df 

phase cDnjugated signal light is pDssible in presence Dnly Df a single pump wave 

in contrast to. the case Df an Drdered medium where two. cDunterprDpagating pump 

waves are necessary. FDrmally this disDrder induced nDnlinear prDcess cDrrespDnds 

to. the CDDperDn channel (back)scattering Df the signal wave in presence of diffusiDn 

prDpagatiDn Df the pump wave. In this cDntributiDn the questiDn is cDnsidered if the 

disDrder induced backscattering Df phase cDnjugated light pDssesses the property Df 

restDratiDn Df the disturbed signal wave front as it takes place in the Drdered case. 

Examining correlatiDns Df the DutgDing waves cDrrespDnding to. different incDming 

signal waves, it has been shDwn that the back scattered waves pDssess a "phase mem

Dry" even fDr a large difference Df the angles Df incidence Df incDming waves. This 

is in cDntrast to. the case o.f linear backscattering where such co.rrelatio.ns take place 

o.nly at a very small difference o.f the angles o.f incidence (o.f the o.rder o.f backscatter

ing peak width) . Thus the phase co.njugatio.n in the diso.rdered media does Po.ssess 

the peculiar co.herent pro.perties o.f that in o.rdered media. 

[11 V.E.Kravtso.v, V.I.Yudso.n, V.M. Agrano.vich, Phys.Rev . B 41 (1990) 2794 

1 Permanent address: Institute of Spectroscopy, USSR Academy of Sciences, Troitzk 142092, 

Moscow region, USSR 
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INFLUENCE OF SCATTERING ON THE I-V CHARACTERISTICS OF DBRT DIODES 

T.G: Van de Roer, H. Joosten, H. Noteborn, D. Lenstra 

Eindhoven Universiy of Technology 

Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

Although the current -voltage characteristic of Double Barrier Resonant 

Tunneling diodes is largely determined by coherent resonant tunneling 

through the barr ier, there is a noticeable contr i but ion from non-coherent 

tunneling of electrons that are scattered by e.g. phonons, impurities or 

interface irregularities. These effects especially contribute to the valley 

current as will be shown below. 

In this contribution a model is used that has some analogy to the scattering 

of light out of a laser cav ity. In the la t ter case thi s con tr i butes a 

damping factor to the light wave propagating inside the cavity. In the case 

of DBRT structures we assume that scattering can be represented by a damped 

Schrodinger wave in the quantum well between the barriers. The difference 

with a laser is that the scattered electrons are not lost. They remain 

inside the well and have to tunnel out through both barriers . I t is assumed 

that the numbers of "incoherent" electrons tunnel ing to the left and to the 

right are ' proportional to the transmission coefficients of the left and 

right barrier, respectively. The damping factor of the Schrodinger wave can 

be related to the average scattering time. 

The resulting I-V characteristic shows some marked differences from a 

characteristic calculated including only coherent tunneling: 

- the current at low bias is increased; 

the valley current is increased to values more in agreement with 

experiments; 

the slope of the characteristic in the negative-conductance region becomes 

less steep and also is in better agreement with the experiments. 

The scattering time that has to be used to get reasonable agreement with 

experiments is of the order of 30 fs at room temperature, which is shorter 

than the momentum relaxation time in bulk material. This indicates that 

interface roughness scattering plays an imortant role in these devices. 
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